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HAPTERI 

INTRODUCTIO 

"You may not be intere ted in bistory but History i interested in you. (Leon Trot ky) 

In his satiric parable about history, fiction, reading, and interpretation called 

"Pierre Menard, Author of tbe Quixote" Jorge Lui Borges creates an imaginary French 

author who transcribes Cervantes' Don Quixote. Interestingly the narrator of Don 

Quixote, who may be identified as Cervantes, explains that he is transcribing a translation 

of a history written in Arabic. Borges' narrator argues that Pierre Menard has not copied 

Cervantes' masterpiece word by word, but written it himself. After describing Menard' 

sustained effort, the narrator compares a passage from Cervantes with the arne words 

supposedly written by Menard and concludes that the latter's passage - though identical 

with Cervantes' - is far richer: 

It is a revelation to compare the Don Quixote of Pi rr M nard with that of 

Miguel de Cervantes. Cervantes, for example, wrote the following (part I, 

Chapter IX): 

... truth, whose mother is history, rival of time, depo itory f 

deeds, witness of the past, exemplar and advi er to the pre ent, and 

the future's counselor. 

This catalog of attributes written in the seventeenth centmy, and written 

by the 'ingenious layman' Miguel de Cervantes, is mere rhetorical praise 

of history. Menard, on the other hand, writes: 



·.. truth whose mother i hi tory rival oftime, depo itoryof 

deeds witness of the pa t e empJar and advi er to the present, and 

the future's counselor. 

History, the mother oftruth! - the idea i taggering. Menard, a 

contemporary of William James, defines history not a a delvin into 

reality but as the very fount of reality. Historical truth for Menard, is not 

"what happened' ; it is what we believe happened. The final phra es 

exemplar and adviser to the present, and the future's coun elor - are 

brazenly pragmatic ... Menard has (perhaps unwittingly) enricl ed tbe 

slow and rudimentary art of reading of a new technique - the technique of 

deliberate anachronism and fallacious attribution. (Borges 94-5) 

In other words, Menard's passage - written in the twentieth century - shou I.d make us 

rethink notions such as history and truth. Borges' satire is directed to the reader who 

are reading the same words that Cervante wrot in tll event enth c ntury but who no 

longer have any access to them because history has interposed between th cultur in 

which they were written and our own. That i why the twentieth-century readers might 

interpret Cervantes' text differently becau e they have another per pective on life, 

culture, and history. On the one hand, history disrupts the cia e contact between 

generations and centuries and maintains this contact through text; history both erode the 

past and recreates it. 

Our knowledge of historical truths starts with the history book and perbaps end 

even while we are reading it; soon we realize that history bas been transformed into 

fiction invented more or less by historians to support their theories. Historical truths 
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become problemati.c and slippery whenever one trie to disentangle them. The 

paradoxical nature of history lies in the fact that the pa t e it, but not for the people of 

the present The more one attempts to unra el the pa t the more one fictionalizes it and 

transforms it into personal interpretation. Historians do not ha e full acce to hj tory 

because they do not po sess the necessary mean for uncovering it complet Iy. They 

work only with representations of history such as paintings, photographs, documents, 

reports, and archives that are themselves textual interpretations. The gap left empty by 

history is filled in by fiction, stories, interpretations, plots, subplots, theories, chemes, 

and intrigues. 

Recurrent tendencies, such as blurring the boundaries between fiction and history 

and calling attention to the constructedness of history through discour e, abound in the 

works ofE. L Doctorow, Michael Ondaatje, and Peter Ackroyd. In their novels Ragtilne, 

The English Patient, and Chatterton, they demonstrate bow past event, monuments, or 

processes become fictitious. The juxtapo ition ofh' tory and fiction in th ir nov I align 

them with cultural philosophers such as Richard Rorty, J an-Fran<;:oi Lyotard, and 

Michel Foucault, who aLL reveal the fictional nature of grand-narrative. ince antiquity. 

critics have mused over the relationship between history and fiction. Ari totle, for 

instance, sees history and fiction (or poetry a he calls it) as antithetical ubjects because 

"the historian," he argues, "narrates events that have actually happened, wherea the poet 

writes about things as they might possibly occur" (48). Aristotle gives more credit to 

poetry, which is "more philosophical and more significant than fti tory, for poetry is more 

concerned with the universa~ and history more with the individual" (48). The 

distinctions mapped out by Aristotle are disregarded by twentieth-century critics becau e, 
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on the one hand history is not regarded as a reliable domain that narrate trutbfuLLy the 

, events that actually happened' and on the other band 11i tory and fiction are not 

separated anymore, but complementary. 

Recent criticism stresses the textual and therefore fictional nature of hi tory. 

Frederic Jameson sees narration a a means to create meaning in the chao of the 

historical event. R. G. Collingwood defines the historian's role a a mental activity 

"envisaging for himself the situation in which Caesar stood, and thinking for himself the 

situation and the possible ways of dealing with it. The hi tory of thought, and therefore 

all history, is the re-enactment of past thought .in the historian' own mind" (215). 

Hayden White posits that historiography is a poetic construct in the sense that one 

narrates and interprets when one writes history. The historical work, be say, is "a verbal 

structure in the form of a narrative prose discourse" (Melahistory ix).] Furthermore, 

White believes that because historical or nonhistorical discourse is achieved through 

narrative, "one can produce an imaginary di caul' e about hi torical vent that may not 

be less 'true' for being imaginary" (The ontent ~flhe Form 57). In hi books Tim and 

Narrative and History and Truth, Paul Ricoeur al 0 argue for the interw aving of history 

with fiction. In addition to viewing history as a mode of knowledge, Michel Foucault 

claims that we have access to the reaJity of the past only via representation, which 

hinders us from knowing the real. 

A critic who writes extensively about the unreliability of hi tory and about the 

fortunate meeting of history and fLction in historical novels is Linda Hutcheon. In her 

prominent books on postmodernism and in numerous articles, she emphasize how 

history is de-constructed and re-constructed by writers in their works. The novelists who 
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write literary texts based on historical events ha e to re pect - according to Hutcheon - at 

least two sets of convention : 

Like hi.stori.ans, they [writers] must u e empLotting strategie of 

exclusion, emphasis, and subordination oftne elements of a story and 

they must also deal with' a veritabIe chaos of event a/read can tituted. 2 

But they have another set of conventions to confront as well: tho e of 

fiction. What we end up with is a new, curiou ly paradoxical form that we 

cail 'historiographic metafietion rather than historical fLction. ('Running 

in the Family" 302) 

Historiographic metafiction according to Hutcheon displays both "a world of fiction .. 

self-consciously presented as a constructed one [and] also a world of public experience' 

(Pobties 36)? In A Poetics ofPostmodernism: History, TheOlY, Fiction, she argues that 

historiographic metafiction incorporates literature, history, and theory and that 'it 

theoretical self-awareness of history and flction as human can tructs ... i mad the 

grounds for its rethinking a.nd reworking ofthe forms and content of the pa t" ( ). In the 

same study, she defines historiographic metafiction as a domain that challenge noti n 

such as historical truth and accurate knowledge oftne past: 

Historiographic metafiction refute the natural or common-sen e methods 

of distinguishing between historical fact or fiction It refuse th view that 

only history has a truth claim, both by questioning the ground of that claim 

in historiography and by asserting that both history and fiction are 

discourses, human constructs, signifying systems, and both derive their 

major claim to truth from that identity. This kind of postmodem fLction 
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also refuses tile relegation of the e tratextual pa t to the domain of 

historiography in the name of the autonomy of art. (93) 

Historiograpruc metafiction cancels the tnlth-falsity binary that dominated traditional 

historiography and replace it with the multiple truth tendency employed b 

postmodernism. Hutcheon demon trate that history itself becomes a text becau e it can 

onLy be recovered via texts. We know the public and historical world today through 

discourses and texts or, as Hutcheon puts it, "traces of [past] historical events' (Politics 

36). The past existed, but it can only be (re)constructed by the people of the pre: ent, who 

turn it into a text. We only have representations of the past that constitute the writers' 

foundation for their fictions. Consequently, in hi toriograpruc metafictions, the hi tarical 

truth (if it ever existed) becomes fictional truth or multiple fictional truths. 

Not only do fiction writers transform the past into a fictional reconstruction, but 

they also rewrite the past in a creative way. Hutcheon includes in the term parody the 

authors' use of ironic quotation, intertextuality, appropriation and pa tiche (Politi 'S 93).4 

For instance, Peter Ackroyd and to orne extent E. L. Doctorow and Michael Ondaatje 

play with intertextuality and ironic quotation .5 Po tmodern parody is important b cau e 

it is, as Hutcheon puts it, "both deconstructively critical and con tfUctively creative" 

(Politics 98), deconstructively critical because the author crutinize and criticize the past 

and constructively creative because parody brings a unique and aLtered pa t into pre eot. 

In other words, parody with aU the ramifications enumerated by Hutcheon, is another 

device - used by the authors of hi toriographic metafiction - to bring the past in the 

present. 
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Hutcheon give man exampl of author of different nationalitie that write 

historiographic metafiction : Chri ta Wolf, alman Rusbdie Michael oetzee, John 

Fowles, Julian Barnes, E. L. Doctorow Umberto Eco Gabriel Garcia Marquez Italo 

Calvino, Milan Kundera, William Faulkner Don DeLillo Peter ckroyd, Graham wift, 

Ronald Sukenick, Timothy Findley, John Dos Pas 0 , D. M Thoma, Michael Ondaatje 

E. M. Foster, and Thomas Pynchon. In her studie , Hutcheon allud t.o aU three author 

that I examine in depth but comments on their work only briefly. Hutcheon is more 

interested in defining the concept of historiographic metafiction and in proving how this 

concept is reflected in different authors' novels than in a detailed analysis oftbe works of 

authors who write IUstoriographic metafictions. I will analyze closely three 

historiographic metafictions - Ragtime (1975), Chatterton (1987), and The EngLi h 

Patient (1993) - written by three living English-speaking authors: E. L. Doctorow (b. 

1931), Peter Ackroyd (b. 1949), and Micheal Ondaatje (b. 1943). The three author and 

their novels belong to three different national and literary space : Am rican, British, and 

Canadian. The authors' nationalities are significant because the three novel allude to 

their national identities through their characters, their themes, and their etting. 

Moreover, the novels were written during three different decade of the twentieth century 

- the 70s, the 80s, and the 90s - so these authors cover various time period i.n nglish 

postmodernism. 

Recent critics distinguisb between bistorical novels and historiographic 

metafictions. Although the authors of historiographic metafictions imitate to some extent 

the traditional historical novel written even before the eighteentb century, they question 

notions of truth and history. For instance, Susana Onega argues that "historiographic 
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metafictions differ from traditional bistoricaL novel in that tJle former do not eek 

historical accuracy and realistic verisimilitude but on the contrary, challenge the 

reparability of the two discourse (Mefafiction andMyth l). The critics', writers and 

readers' attitudes toward history and truth changed in the twentieth century in ofar a 

history is not regarded as a reliable domain. that renders the past accurately. A far as the 

British historicaL novel is concerned, it is said that Sir Walter Scott created it. A rom 

FLeishman's study oftbe English historical noveL includes the following authors: Scott, 

Dickens, Thackeray, Reade, Eliot Shorthouse, Pater, Hardy, Conrad and Woolf 

However, the British postmodern author who write historiographic metafiction 

Durrell, FowLes, Swift, Barnes, Palliser, Ackroyd Byatt and so on - are more intere ted 

in parody, ironic games with language, and intertextuality than the American and 

Canadian authors of hjstoriographic metafLct.ions 6 Onega claims that the British 

postmodern authors combine their artistic creativity wi.th critical awarenes (M.etajiction 

and Myth 3). She aLso beLi.eves that the British po tmodern author hav an appetite for 

"irony and paradox, besides the metafictional foregrounding of their creat d world ... 

They all attempt to retreat into history and to blur the ontological boundarie between 

history, myth, and fantasy" (Metajicfion and Myth 3). Briti h historiographic fiction 

evolved from the writers' bombastic rendering of the hi torical events to th ir cultural 

and literary techniques such as irony, paradox, and intertextuality. In hatterton, for 

instance, Peter Ackroyd plays with notions such as plagiarism, intertextuality, and 

appropriation. In. addition, Ackroyd alludes to his nationality .in his novel becau e he 

describes the British artistic world in the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twenti.eth centuries

a world fu.ll of poets, painters, biographers, and art critics. 
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Because the United tates i a relativ ly oung country, the hi torical genre has 

been less fertile there than in Europe. Howe er, e ent uch the American Re· olution, 

the Civi.1War or the Westward movement triggered patriotic feeling in American 

writers who wanted to de cribe the e historical events. Erne t L i y argues that the 

historical novel in America "satisfies a de ire for national homogeneity. It help u 

realize the sacrifice for ideas and ideals the sweat and bJood that have made democracy 

work" (4). The American writers who base their fiction upon history usually focus on 

local historical events; they emphasize episode from American lti tory or the importance 

of patriotism and nation. Postmodern author however, have an ironic and more critical 

attitude towards American historical past. Authors such as Thomas Pynchon, Don 

DeLillo, and E. L Doctorow present America a torn by disorder and chaos on the one 

hand and play and parody on the other. In Ragtime, Doctorow reveals an America in flux 

during the first decade of the twentieth century. The ocial, economic, and political 

changes shape the country's as well as its citizens' identitie . 

Speaking of anadian literature, Keith argues that or many years anada ha 

chafed under a sense of Third World statu in cultural affairs, e pecially vis-a-vis our 

southern neighbor. Only recently have Canadian author begun to appear with any 

regularity in the big anthologies of literature in nglish" (5). Because anada itself and 

its people had to fmd their identity, a main part of their Jiterature deat with this quest tor 

selfhood. Thus, the Canadian historical novel, like the American one, poses question of 

national identity.? Klooss believe that America is depicted in many historiographic 

metafictions as the global economic power while'Great Britain is no lonoer een as the 

center of an empire. Canada, however, has never been a globaJ economi or ultural 
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center like America or Great Britain and whiJe it struggle for cultural and political 

sovereignty, it remains somewhere in the middle. Klooss argue, furth rmore, that 

Canadian literature is imilar to the po t-colonial culture of Africa, Australia ew 

Zealand, India, the West Indies, and other countries that find themselves between 

European influence and the impulse to create an identity of their own (Kloos 60). The 

Canadian postmodern author, Michael Ondaatje, empha izes this quest for identity in his 

historiographic metafictions. In The English Patient the characters national identities are 

in flux and they overcome adverse circumstances to find out who they are and where 

their home is. 

Postmodero authors of different nationalities - American, British, Canadian, 

Italian, Spanish, German, Russian, Polish, and Serbian - share an intere t in history and 

historiographic metafiction. History seems to unite nations and br.idge cultures. 

Consequently, a look into three historiographic metafictions written by three authors, 

who share the same mother tonf,'1Je but have different nationalitie , link n tion ucn as 

history and fiction to the authors' spatial and cultural coordinates. ince th re are so 

many authors of different nationalities who write hi toriographic m taficti n , critic 

should examine the role of the authors' ethnicities iJ1 their rewriting of hi tory. While 

there are many critical studies on the theory of historiographic metafiction and on ingle 

authors who write in the genre, there are few studie that compare more than one or two 

authors. Books such as Historiographic Metafiction in Modem American and anadian 

Literature and Studies on Canadian Literature are coll.ections of essays on individual 

authors. There are many article.' that compare the authors of historiographic 

metafictions, but few extensive comparisons beyond the theses and dissertation by Polly 
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Elizabeth Detel Timislav Longino ici and Laura Frances Mo . Few studie of 

historiographic metaflction take into account the author' nationaLitie and etbnicitie . 

Because of the very nature of national and international historiography the author of 

historiographic metafictions must be under tood within an international conte t. 

Despite Ackroyd's, Ondaatje's and Doctorow's various nationalitie the.ir novels 

advance similar tbemes; hatterton, The English Patient, and Ra tim all argue for the 

discursive nature of history. The authors search for Chatterton s 10 t manuscript, 

Almasy's traces in the sands of the desert, or America s pa t and di cover variou torie 

and fictitious histories about them. The process of recreating, reinventing and rewriting 

history is limitless; one can change, magnify, and fictionalize history ad infmitum. In 

"On Exactitude in Science, , Borges speaks of the perfection attained by cartographer 

who built maps that occupied an entire territory: "In time, those Unconscionable Maps no 

longer satisfied, and the Cartographers Guilds struck a Map of the Empire whose size 

was that of the Empire, and which coincided point for point with it" ( 25). When the 

empires declined, tbeir ruined map became relic exposed in a museum. Borges ir nize 

the cartographers' consistent yet utopian need for hi torical and scientific exactitud . I 

named the three British, Canadian, and American authors Borgesian cartograph r 

because, like Borges' characters, they enlarge the fictional territory of history. Tl1eir 

version of history is rewritten and transformed into a chimerical fantasy. 

Several questions arise: How are the authors rewriting history? What does the 

rewriting of history involve? How are their nationaliti:es connected with their historical 

and fictional quests? All three authors attempt t6 rewrite hi tory in their novels, and in 

doing that, they reveal and affirm characteristics of the.ir national identities. History and 
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the rewriting of history are cu Iturall and nationaIJ oriented and this fact is repre ented 

differently in the works of the e three author . They attempt to r write (hi) tori that are 

connected to their nation and place of origin. 

For Doctorow history is local and national; in hi be teller Ragtime he focu e 

on the history of America in the ftrst decades of the twentieth century. Like Ondaatje 

Doctorow rewrites history by rewriting hi characters' national identities. Doctorow' 

characters evolve throughout the novel because they change their destinies or national 

identities and by doing that, they shape the identity of America a weU. Doctorow's 

vision of America - emerging from all the p.lots and subplots of the novel- i both 

nostalgic and ironic. The author invents incidents in the lives of famou historical 

personalities and at the same time makes these historical personages meet his fictional 

ones. The novel becomes a demonstration of how fiction change or revises our 

understanding of history. Doctorow mixes historical and fictional detall and focuses on 

ironies, symbols, and metaphors that de cribe American ociety. 

As a Canadian author, Ondaatje focuse more on rewriting andftctionalizing 

international history; he involves almost the whole world in hi revi ion fhi try. Not 

only are Ondaatje's characters involved in a major internati nal hi torical event, World 

War II, but his characters also rewrite and change their identities throughout th noveL 

Residing in a ruined Italian viJla or in an Africa desert, the characters them eive become 

internationaL Moreover, the scenery and the landscape are al 0 prone to change and 

rewriting. Ondaatje - who was born in India, Jived in England, and eventuaUy ettled in 

Canada - writes about Canadian, lndian, English; and Hungarian characters who all meet 

in Italy. 
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For Ackroyd the re i ion ofbistory is connected to culture and art more 

specificaUy to literature, language, and pajnting. s Su ana Onega hows Briti h 

postmodem writers have exploited techniques uch as iron , intertextuality, and 

appropriation in their writing. Ackroyd is indeed the most playful and ironical of the 

three authors under analysis; be play with (nli )quotations plagiarism, multiple plots, 

and copies more than Doctorow and Ondaatje do. Ackroyd also write about a British 

artistic world populated with writers and painters and focuses on how representation in 

painting becomes a means of fictionalizing and changing history. 1.n fact, with all his 

interests in literature, painting, and language, Ackroyd accentuates in hal1erLon the 

British interest in literature and art in general. 

If I could summarize the three novels under discussion - without triviaJizing their 

authors' historical endeavors - I would have to say that Doctorow produces a national 

historiographic metafiction, Ondaatje creates an international historiographic metafiction 

and Ackroyd writes a literary historiographic metafiction. I tart with Doctorow, who 

creates a local history of his country oforigin~ I continue with Ondaatje's international 

vision of the world, and end with Ackroyd' literary and fictitiou variant of history. 
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otes: 

I In Metahi tory, Hayden White argues for the textuality of history and focu on way 

in which Enlightenment and post-Romantic historians were in fact literary. 

2 The quote inside Hutcheon's belongs to Hayden White (see Metahistory) 

3 Before Linda Hutcheon invented the term "historiographic metafiction' critics uch a 

Avrom Fleishman, Alessandro Manzoni and Georg Lukacs discussed hi torical 

fiction/novels. Later on, in A Poetics of j oSl711odern;sm, Hutcheon argues that the poetics 

of postmodernism is realized in a particular type of novels called historiographic 

metafictions. These "well-known and popular' novels are "intensely self-reflexive and 

yet paradoxically also lay claim to historical events and personages" (5). Hutcheon tate 

that historiographic metafiction does not mirror reality; instead, "fiction is offered as 

another of the discourses by which we constmct our ver ions of reality" (40). 

4 Linda Hutcheon wrote extensively on postmodern parody and irony. In her book 

entitled A TheOlY of Parody: The Teachings of Twent;eth- nfmy Art Fonns, he both 

defends parody - which has been regarded in the last centuries a quit trivial- and 

believes that for twentieth-century author, parody "i one of the major m de of formal 

and thematic construction of texts" (2). he furthers argues that parody "j relat d to 

burlesque, travesty, pastiche, plagiarism, quotation, and allu ion, but remain di tinct 

from them. It shares with them a restriction of fOCLl : its repetition is always of another 

discursive text" (43). However, parody transforms the past into "a new and often ironic 

context [and at the same time] it makes similar demands upon the reader, but these are 

demands more on his or her knowledge and recollection than on his or her openness to 

play" (5). Furthermore, in a. 1980 study, Hutcheon claims that in metafiction, parody 
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invite a more literary reading [and] a recognition of Iiterar cod (25). Parody i not 

restricted only to mockery ridicule, or imitation. Hutcheon tate that 'metafi.ction 

parodies and imitates as a way to a new form which is just as erious and valid, a a 

synthesis, as the form it dialectically attempt to surpass" (25). One of Hutcheon s recent 

studies, Irony's Edge, deals with the interrelations between irony and parody. 

5 In an article called '''The Pastime of the Past Time: Fiction History, Historiographical 

Metaflction," Linda Hutcheon argues that postmodern intertextuality close the gap 

between past and present and rewrites the pa t and places it into a new context (487). 

She also contends that intertextuality "use and abu e ... interte tual echoes, inscribing 

their powerful allusions and then subverting that power through irony" (487). For more 

explanations and comments on intertextuality see Intertextuality and onlemporary 

American Fiction edited by Patrick O'Donnell and Robert Con Davis. 

6 In "British Historiographic Metafiction in the 1980s," Susana Onega divide British 

authors in the tradition of historiographic metafiction into t.wo gen ration. h claim 

that "The older one, including Golding Fowle, Durrell and Byatt, goes back to the fifti 

and sixties and provides a link between Modernism and Po tmoderni ffi. The younger 

generation can be divided into t.wo: those noveli ts who e literary care r tarted in the 

sixties or seventies, with Maureen Duffy, John Banville and Jim race and the gen ration 

of 80s stricto sensu, with Graham Swift, Jeanette Winterson, Julian Barnes, Peter 

Ackroyd, Rose Tremain, and Charles Palliser" (50). 

7 Wolfgang Klooss divides Canadian historical fiction into three group: hi tori.cal 

romance, historiographic narrative, and postmodern historiographic (meta-)fiction (60). 
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CHAPTERll 

HISTORICAL o FICTIO AL (TRAN )FORMATIO 

E. L. DOCTOROW'S RA TIME 

"History ... is a nightmare from which I am trying to awake. ' (James Joyce)
 

"History is a nightmare during which I m trying to get a good night' sleep." ( aul
 

Bellow)
 

"History is a nightmare which we can best survive by rewriting it. ' (E. L. Doctorow)
 

In Ragtime, E. L. Doctorow addres es several aspect of American history at the 

beginning of the twentieth century. Although Doctorow shares Ackroyd' tendency 

toward playfulness and humor, his approach differs from Ackroyd's literary and fictional 

depiction of British history. Doctorow centers on the historical and social events of a 

clearly specifled period: the Ragtime ra in America. Dctorow' nati Il-orient d n v 

also differs from Ondaatje's more inclusive and international interpr tati n of hi tory. 

Doctorow refers specifically to the first decade of twentieth-century America while 

Ondaatje analyzes the implications of an international evil: World War IT. evertheles, 

like the other two authors, Doctorow focuses on the proces of rewriting history though 

fiction. 

In an interview with Paul Levine, Doctorow confe se : "history a written by 

historians is clearly insuffLcient. And the historians are the first to express skepticism 

over this 'objectivity' of the discipline. A lot of people discovered after World War II 

and in the fillies that much of what was taken by the younger generation a history was 
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highly interpreted history (58-9). Doctorow offi rs in Ragtime an interpreted and 

fictional version of twentietl -century merican hi tory.lthough Ragtime lea es the 

impression that this version is an almost reportorial account of American ociallife, the 

novel mixes persons that lived and event that happened in the twentieth century with 

fictional characters and events. Even if some character and event are verifiable, for the 

most part, the author invents and recreates their history. I Doctorow achi.eve that by 

rewriting and changing his characters' lives and identities and by inventing plot and 

stories about them. Moreover, Doctorow empha izes the economic and social changes 

that took place in America during the RahJ1ime period and tran lates these tran formations 

by rewriting the characters' identities? America at the beginning of the Ia. t century was 

on its way to becoming an economic power and at the ame time it had to deal with 

poverty, waves of immigrants, and the blacks' struggle for equality. Paradoxically, 

America was trying to search for its own identity wrule changing, integrating these 

changes, and consequently rewriting continuou Iy its identity. imilarly, Doctorow 

characters change and rewrite their identity in ord r to find their own identity. The 

author juxtaposes the changes that occurred in the country with the fluctuation in th 

characters' lives, and by doing that, he show that history itself is in flux and i rewritt n 

continuously. In the same interview with Paul Levine, the author contend : "It po sib Ie 

to cut and slice history [and I might add the characters' hi tories] reatly any way you 

want to ... That's probably why history belongs more to the noveli ts and the poets than 

it does to the social scientists. At least we admit that we lie" (67). Doctorow "cuts and 

slices" history and invents stories about both historical and fictional characters. 
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The title, Ragtim refers both to the Ragtime Era in American hi tory and also to 

a jazz type of music, very fashionable at the beginning of the twentieth century. 

Doctorow' Ragtime opens with a pa sage that characterizes briefly the Ragtime Era in 

America: 

Patriotism was a reliable sentiment in the early 1900' . T ddy Roo evelt 

was President. The population eu tomarily gathered in great number 

either out of doors for parades, public concerts, fish frie , political picnic, 

social outings, or indoors in meeting halls, vaudeville theatre operas 

ballrooms. There seemed to be no entertainment that did not involve great 

swarms of people. Trains and steamers and trolJeys moved them from one 

place to another. That was the style, that was the way people lived. 

Women were stouter then. They visited the fleet carrying white parasols. 

Everyone wore white in summer. Tennis racquets were hefty and the 

racquet faces elliptical. There wa a lot of sexual. fainting. Th r were no 

Negroes. There were no immigrant. (3-4i 

The time covered in Doctorow's book (1900-1917), known in American hi tory as the 

Ragtime Era or the Progressive Era, was a period of great economical, industrial, ocial, 

and political turmoil. 4 The population grew due to the arrival of European immigral1ts~ 

people moved to the cities to find work. America wa shaken by many changes that 

influenced its future economical growth. Doctorow emphasizes the period in American 

history of Teddy Roosevelt's presidency, Winslow Homer's painting, 1. P. Morgan's and 

Henry Ford's money, and Emma Goldman' anarchist phase. He describes not only the 

flourishing ofbusiness leaders such as Ford, but also the struggle for affirmation of 
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blacks and tbe degrading state oftbe ftlthyand iWterate immigrant who" tank offish 

and garlic" (13). 

From a musical point ofview, C ragtime i the style of jazz inaugurated by cott 

Joplin. Featuring the blues and the stride piano, it i a tyle ofjazz characterized by 

elaborately syncopated rhythm in the melody and is the foundation for novelty piano, 

modern jazz, and blues rock. Both African dance rhythms and cIa ical I11U ic influenced 

ragtime. Applying this type of music to Doctorow's novel, one could argue that 

ragtime's combinations of sounds and its vernacular and classical intluenc emphasize 

America's melting pot characteristics. In the arne way in which ragtime ha variou 

influences and roots, America itself is a mosaic of people with different nationalities and 

roots. Furthermore, like ragtime music, Doctorow's prose is melodic, rhythmic and 

energetic. 5 However, the author chose as an epigraph for the novel a quote from Scott 

Joplin: "Do not play this piece fast. It is never right to play Ragtime fast." Whether 

Doctorow "played" his piece (the novel it elf) fa't r ntis for the read r to de ide. 

Joplin's quote advises the reader how to interpret the nov L Doctorow em t suggest 

that, despite his rapid narrative pace and his presentation of event, read rs hould slow 

down their reading and enjoy the historical palimpsest of early twentieth-century 

America. 

Even befo~e discussing the characters one hould analyze the narrator' game 

and chameleon-like behavior in Ragtime.6 A in The English Patient and hatterton, 

which also have omniscient narrators, the use of a third-person narrator imp lie 

objectivity and detachment - two qualities needed for hi torical inqui.ries. Doctorow's 

prose is opaque as far as the narrator s identity is concerned. Like the ch.aracters of the 
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novel, Doctorow' narrator changes his identity. e eral que tion occur: Does the novel 

have more than one omniscient narrator? If the narrator calls orne of the characters 

Mother, Father an.d Grandfather, and reveals secrets of the family, i he the little boy 

who narrates Ragtime? Ifhe is the son of the family, i he a fictional character as well? 

Perhaps the tittle boy is both the novel's narrator and its character. Nonetheless even 

when readers encounter episodes with the little boy, the narration is in the third per on. 

There is one instance, however, when the narrator refers to him elf in the flIst per on: 

Poor Father, I see rus final exploration. He arrives at the new place, hi 

hair risen in astonishment, his mouth and eyes dumb. Hi toe s uff: a soft 

storm of sand, he kneels and his arms spread in pantomi mic celebration, 

the immigrant, as in every moment of his life, arriving eternally on the 

shore of his Self. (269) 

Here, the narrator has finally conceded to call himself an "I." In addition, because the 

narrator refers to Father as "Poor Father," one could argue that the little boy i the 

narrator. But ifso, because he was not with his father when the latter died, the little boy 

must interpret his father's last exploration and thus his entire family's hi tory. 

Several commentators have speculated on the narrator's identity or lack of 

identity in the novel. Geoffrey Harpham posits that Ragtime ha "no con i tent or even 

possible narrative persona." He further claims that Doctorow's text "gives the 

extraordinary impression of being self-generated, privileging no character and producing 

itself independent of any narrator" (88). The omniscient narrator moves periodically 

from narrating stories about the characters of the novel to de cribing events and situations 

in American society. The reader d.oes not know whether the narrative voice di ociate 
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itself when the narrator tell the characters stories a oppo ed to when he describes 

events from twentieth-century America. For in tance, the no el has many chapter that 

simply describe different flashes of American hi tory and social life apparentl unrelated 

to the plots and subplots of the no el: 'Most of the immigrant came from Italy and 

Eastern Europe. They were taken in launches to Ellis I land. There in a curiou lyornate 

human warehouse of red brick and gray stone they were tagged, given showers and 

arranged on benches in waiting pens" (13); or "In the killing summer heat politician up 

for reelection invited their followers to outings in the country. Toward the end of July 

one candidate led a parade through the streets of the Fourtb Ward (18). The novel 

abounds in comments and observations similar to the example above - ob ervation that 

are not connected to the charact.ers' stories but complete Doctorow s portrait of American 

history. Christopher Morris argues that the narrative voice refers to itself' as the editorial 

'we' when generalizing about history" (99). When the narrator comments on American 

history, the narration is still omniscient, buttbe r ader get the feel ing that the narrator 

himself is part of the history he is narrating. The narrator identifie him If a an 

American narrating events from American history: "Of cour e at this time in our hi tory 

the images of ancient Egypt were stamped on everyone's mind" (128); "Thi was the 

time in our history when Winslow Homer was doing hi painting" (4); "And at this time 

in our history cOffil!lunication with the dead was not as far-fetched an idea as it had once 

been" (167); "We have the account of this odd event from the magician' private, 

unpublished papers" (267); "We have fought and won tbe war [emphase mine]" (270). 

All these references to American history suggest the narrator's identification witb 

American nationabty and citizenship. The narrator's identity remains ambiguous, 
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though; the critics themselve do not agree on a defmite answer orne ugge t that the 

omniscient narrator is the little boy' otbers reflect on the lack of a narrator s persona and 

on the possibility that the story tells itself in Ragtime. 

ot only is the narrator's status sLtppery but also the narration doe not fo (Iowa 

logical or chronological sequence in recording some of the characters torie, thoughts 

and conversations, or commenting upon twentieth-century American hi tory and ociet 

At the end of the nove~ the reader is left with a general overview of American society 

and the changes that occurred at the beginning of the last century but not necessarily with 

an in-depth message taken from the characters' dispersed tories. The character' tories 

start in medias res and they are not necessarily connected t.o one another; they are 

scattered flashes of historical and social America. Ragtime is thus a descriptive and 

experimental. novel - descriptive because its author observes the American social life and 

experimental because the narration's apparent lack of meaning and repoltorial style 

produces meaning and newness. Doctorow narrative e periment refer to his 

presentation offictional situations in an objective, almost new paper-lik way. 

Doctorow's reportorial style can be misleading becau e the reader iinclined to think that 

what he/she reads is true. This is not the case because the author inven frequently 

stories about botb historical and fictional characters. In addition, th se semi-fictional, 

semi-historical events are presented at an engaging and rapid pace. The narrator hifts 

quickly and continuously from one plot or subplot to the next, eerningly rushing to get to 

the last page. Susan Brienza posits that "Ragtime (which Doctorow says ha a furiou 

pace, never standing still) accumulates unexpected' events in intricate patterns" (204). 
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The events ofRagtime unfold in an accelerated pace over four part. Doctorow 

discusses the various transformation that occur in bis characters identities over the 

course of their lives. The novel focuses mainly on the hi tory oftbree famili s: an 

Anglo-American family, a European immigrant one, and an African-American family. 

Hutcheon argues that tbe action in Ragtime disperses the center of the fIT t [family] and 

moves the margins into the multiple 'centers' of the narrative, in a formal. allegory of the 

social demographics of urban America" (1 oeLies 61). A the novel i roughly divided 

into four parts, some of the plots and sub-plots from previous parts are continued in the 

subsequent parts; others, however, unfold only during one part. With a few exceptions 

the events of the plots and subplots are not connected with each other, so that at the end 

oftbe novel, tile reader gets various stories and instances of American life and the 

changes that occurred in their lives. One oftbe plots in the first part center on the upper

middle class family from New Rochelle whose members are Mother, Father, Grandfather, 

little boy, and Mother's Younger Brother and on how the family di integrat and i 

reintegrated in a different fashion. Father i an amat ur explorer who goe on an 

expedition to the Arctic. While he i on his expedition, Mother discover a black chUd 

who is buri.ed in her garden, and eventually she invites his mother, arah, and h r 

newborn to stay in her house. One sub-plot focuses on Mother Young r Brother, who 

is in love with Evelyn Nesbit, the wife of the wealthy Harry Thaw, who in hi turn i 

charged with the murder of the architect, Stanford White. Evelyn esbit is re cued from 

a police raid by Emma Goldman, the anarchist whose political rallie and activities 

constitute another sub-plot in Ragtime. So do the deeds of the magician Harry Houdini, 

who goes to Europe, learns how to fly a plane, and meets the Archduke Franz Ferdinand, 
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the heir of the Austro-Hungarian tluone. la t p.lot in the fir t part refers to the second 

important family in the novel, that of Tateh, a Jewish immigrant and sociali t who after 

an affair with Evelyn Nesbit, flees to ew York with his daughter, named in the novel the 

little girl 

The second part of the novel opens with Father s return from hi trip to the Arctic 

and with the mystery around who the father of Sarah s baby is. Readers finds out 

eventually that the black ra!:,rtime musician, CoaJhouse Walker, is the father of arah s 

baby; together they represent the third important famiJy of the novel. The destruction of 

Coalhouse's Ford car by the Irish immigrants of the Emerald Isle Fire Station and arah's 

death drive the musician toward revenge. Doctorow portrays the discrimination against 

blacks at the beginning of the last century. Meanwhile, the artist Tateh gives up the 

socialist workers' struggle and finds a career in the moving picture business. In the 

second part of the novel, Doctorow also facilitates the meeting of historical ftgure such 

as J. P. Morgan and Henry Ford, invents imaginary dialogue between them, a.nd put 

them in fictionaJ contexts. 

In the third part, the author presents Coalhouse s guerilla attack 011 the firehou e. 

His actions and anger at society ftnaUy come to an nd when the fire chief, Willie 

Conklin (Walker's enemy), rebuild Coalhouse's car in front of the Morgan library. 

Father tries to settle the conflict between Coalhouse's gang and the police by becoming 

the messenger between the two parties. While a negotiator, Father discovers that 

Younger Brother has joined Coalhouse's team - a fact that will preclude any 

reconciliation between the two. Another episode of the third part fmds Mother and 

Father in AtJantic City during .the summer. There they meet Tateh, now a film producer, 
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whose name has cbanged to Baron Ashkenazy· he i accompanied b· bis hy but 

beautifuL little girl. Tateb's recentLy acquired ucce haws how a iLy people' fate 

can change in twentieth-century America. 

The fourth part contains one short chapter of conclu ion : Coalbouse surrenders 

and is killed by the authorities in front of the library' having inherited hi car, Y unger 

Brother drives to Mexico and is killed in the Mexican Revolution while he is fighting for 

Zapata; Morgan goes to Egypt to visit the pyramid; Houdini finds that the Archduke 

Ferdinand is assassinated' Father sails to England, but his hip is unk by a German 

boat; Mother marries Tateb, whom she fancied in Atlantic City, and together with he 

littLe boy, the little girl, and Sarah's black child, they move to Califorrua. The la t scene 

of the novel shows how the three important families of the novel merged into a 

controve~sial mix of identities. The newly formed family presented at the end of the 

novel proves that the American family became an inter-racial and multi.ethnic entity. 

The novel's ending contradicts .it beginning. The ironic narrative voice pre ents 

at the very beginning of the text an idealistic view of America that will be dean tructed 

throughout the novel. Although the narrator de cribe America as bing devoid of 

Negroes and immigrants ("There were no Negroes. There were no immigrants"), the new 

family formed at the end ofRagtime is the epitome of a mLx of identities that includ 

immigrants and Negroes. It turns out that "There were/are Negroe . There were/are 

immigrants" in early twentieth-century America. Mother, for in tance, marries an 

immigrant and adopts a black child. This mingling of families, races and ethnicities 

underlines botb the history and the destiny ofAmerica: and of Americans who based their 

national identity on a paradoxical. mix of new peoples, and at the same time .it aLLudes to a 
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re-writing and revision of history. When the American famil accepts member of 

different ethnicities and identities, it constantly re-writes and revi e its hi tory. 

The physical, mental social, and political metamorphoses that the character 

undergo reinforce the rewriting and revision of history itself. Tateh, for instance, changes 

his name and even his political views' no longer an idealist working-class radical he 

becomes Baron Ashkenazy, a successful film producer. When a ked by Larry Mc affery 

why Tateh achieves financial success even though he ells his moral belief: , Doctorow 

answers that "very often a man who begins as a radical somehow - with all his energy 

and spirit and intelligence and wit - by a slight change of course can use these gifts to 

succeed under the very system he's criticizing" (45). Tateh renounce the cause of the 

left and becomes successful by undermjning it. His new profession advances him on the 

scale of the equally new film business. Film - according to Baron Ashkenazy - i. the 

photographed version of reality. By extrapolation, film is a copi.ed version of hi tory: "In 

the movie films, he said, we only look at what i there aLready. Life hines on the 

shadow screen, as from the darknes of one' mind. It i a big bu ine . People want to 

know what is happening to them" (215). 

If Tateh rewrites his history by changing hi identity and embracing a imulacrum 

of reality, the little boy discovers books and "replicate" hjmself in the mirror. The little 

boy's "duplicated event" continues Tateh' succe s with copying person and objects on 

the big screen because the little boy copies his own self. His double- ided replica 

reflected in the mirror resembles the way various actors are reproduced in a film or a 

photograph. The little boy is described as an introverted child without friends, who 

turned to literature instead of pl<lying outside. He enjoys the lessons of history and 
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fiction given by his grandfather, who read to him from a id Metamorpho es. 0 id 

texts' were stories of peopLe who became animal or trees or statue. They were storie 

of transformation. Women turned into sunflowers, spider, bats, bird; men turned into 

snakes, pigs, stones and even thin air (97). As the narrator him elf comment 

Grandfather's stories taught the little boy that things and persons can chang and become 

something else: "Grandfather's stories proposed to him that the forms of life were 

volatile and that everything in the world could easily be something else (97). The little 

boy will transfer and apply Ovid's stories of transformation to his own self. In a 

narcissistic gesture, he investigates the physical and psychological transformation that 

his body and mind have suffered over time: "he took to studying him elf in the mirror, 

perhaps expecting some change to take place before his eyes" (98). However, although 

he looks at himself in the mirror for a long time, he does not notice any immediate 

physical changes in his body. Instead, the little boy "duplicates" himself and sees two 

selves resemb Iing one original self. He de cribes his who Ie e peri nce as a 

disembodiment of "a self' from the other part of himself: "He would gaze at him If until 

there were two selves facing one another, neither of which could claim to be the real one. 

The sensation was of being disembodied. He wa no longer anything exact a a per on. 

He had a dizzying feeling of separating from himself endIe sly' (98). Thi double 

reflection probably has roots in the boy's fascination with movies. Thi parallelism 

between the two selves, that both became unreal, anticipates the copie of elves een on 

the big screen. The boy wants to separate hi.s body from him elf and to ee hi 

.fictionalized body in the mirror or on the big screen.. The narrator explains that the boy 

"knew the principles of photography but also that moving pictures depended on the 
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capacity of humans, animals or object to forfeit portion of them el e r idues of 

shadow and Light which they left behind' (97-8). In fact the no el end with Tateh 

idea to make a film about his three children and to transform them into unreal elve - a 

possibility anticipated by the little boy's self-examination. 

Mother also changes her identity and rewrites her individual hi tory when she 

marries Tateh and becomes a stepmother of two chjldren: the little girl and Sarah' on. 

Younger Brother wants to change his identity as well and become black in order to join 

Coalhouse's team: "He shaved his blond moustache and he haved his head. He 

blackened his face and hands with burnt cork, outlined exaggerated lip , put on a derby 

and rolled hjs eyes" (205). Younger Brother is willing to give up his privileged identity 

as a white man in order to defend the rights of a black man. He waits four nights in front 

of a bar qnly to get to speak with Coalbouse and let him know that he (Younger Brother) 

could help him. Younger Brother deserts and betrays his own family in order to serve the 

interests of an African American. 

Even outside the three main familie of the nove.l, character ar prone t chang 

a.nd transformations. Morgan and Ford are both ob e s d with reincarnation and 

repetition. Morgan believes in universal cycle that keep repeating themselve ver tim 

"Suppose I could prove to you that there are universal pattern of order and r petition that 

give meaning to the activity of this planet. Suppose I could demonstrate that you yourself 

are an instrumentation in our modern age of trends in human identity that afflfm the 

oldest wisdom in the world" (123). In other word, Morgan thinks that hi tory and the 

past are still "present" in our time. In his conversation with Ford, he elaborate and 

clearly fictionalizes on the Rosicrucians' knowledge and their "secret wisdom" of 
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reincarnation and claim that this secret i dom and magic cam from the Gre k 

translations of the Egyptian priest Herme: Tri megi tu 124). organ e entuaLly 

shows Ford the sarcophagus of the mummified Pharaoh of the in teenth Dyna ty, eti 

the First. He invites Ford to join him on a journey to Egypt, where they could find the 

truth about who they are, who they incarnate or who the replicate. Ford contend that 

he too cherishes a belief in reincarnation: 'Reincarnation i the only b lief I hold... ome 

of us have just lived more times than others' (127). However, Ford finds orne 

"enlightening" ideas on reincarnation in a cheap book: "And in this book [An Eastern 

Fakir's Eternal Wisdom], which cost me twenty-five cents I found everything I needed 

to set my mind at rest" (127). The author mocks Morgan s apparently seriou attempt to 

unravel historical mysteries by juxtaposing them with Ford's not so in-depth re earch. 

Their conversation is humorous and ironical as the author emphasizes Morgan's 

enthusiasm and excitement and Ford's aplomb and self-control. While Morgan expo 

secrets about reincarnation and almost lose hi breath, Ford cont mplat hi ho 

"Morgan had to recover his compo ure. He pulled back one ofth chair and at d wn at 

the table. Slowly his breathing returned to normal. Ford ... r main d quiet and star d at 

his own shoes. The shoes, brown lace-up , he had bought from the cata]ogu of . L. 

Bean" (125-6). Moreover, their theorie - that re emble the character' endl 

investigations in Foucault's Pendulum by Umberto Eco - are purely fictional. The 

dialogue between the two businessmen, their preoccupation with reincarnation, and their 

tools of researching history are Doctorow's invention. It is doubtful that Ford and 

Morgan ever had a conversation on reincarnation. 
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Houdin~ on the other hand practices a different kind of reincarnation and 

metamorphosis. He defte death by chaHenging it con tantl ; he dies and i born again 

with his every performance. He escapes from chains and milk can' he a k to be buried 

alive, and so on. Hi exercises of re urrection are fake becau e Houdini succeed in 

manipulating his audience and changing their ense of real it . Hi P rformance depend 

on the audience's reaction their entertainment fear, and anxiety. Through Houdini, the 

audience learns to challenge death, escape from reality, and then return to it. Angela 

Hague argues that Houdini's audiences pay because of' their fascination with hi ability 

magically to transform - and escape from - a reality previously percei ed as statil; and 

impervious to manipulation" (173). When the narrator mu e on Houdini' fate a a 

magician, he says: "For all his achievements he was a trickster, an iJlusioni t, a mere 

magician.. What was the sense of his life ifpeople walked out of the theatre and forgot 

him? ... The real-world act was what got into the history books' (82). The que tion are 

naturally: What is real? What differentiates the real world from H udini illu i nar 

one? His name deserves to be in the history book next to other p eud -hi tori al 

individuals such as Ford, Morgan Goldman, and reud. 

Another type of reincarnation i ,metaphorically peaking, the r writing of 

historical traces; it has to do with Doctorow source of in piration for hi n vel and with 

intertextuality. Doctorow does not con truct hi entire novel on intertextual webs 

between authors and texts, like Ackroyd doe, but he borrows a plot line from a 

nineteenth-century German author and rewrites it. The events related to Coalhou e s 

story are copied and adapted from Heinrich von Klei 't's "Michael KohJhaas." 

Furthermore, von Kleist's story is based on a medieval chronicle of the history ofRan 
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Kohlhasen (Morris 106) In other words Doctorow write a fictional text by rewriting 

another fictional text that is already based on a rustor.ical one. By thi act of intertextual 

plagiarism, he creates a new character and story. In an interview with Larry McCaffery, 

Doctorow confesses that he rewrote Klei t s 1808 novella: "[ had always wanted to 

rework the circumstances of Klei t s story. I felt the premise wa obviou Iy relevant, 

appropriate - the idea of a man who cannot find justice from a society that claims to be 

just" (44). Doctorow adapts Coalhouse's story to twentieth-century American tandard , 

which is why his hero rides a Ford and not a horse. In Kleist's short tory, Michael 

Kohlhaas (whose name resembles, of course, Coalbouse's) i a hor e-dealer who wa 

swindled. In an attempt to fmd the justice that was repeatedly denied to him, he raise a 

.' militia and starts looting towns. He is eventually punished for the atrocities he incited. 

Coalhouse remains a fictional character that is rewritten after his nineteenth-century 

fictional ancestor. Maria Diedrich speculates that Doctorow' black protagoni t, 

Coalhouse Walker, borrows characteristics and similaritie from both fictional charact r 

such as Michael Kohlhaas and historical ones such as David Walk r and Dr. Martin 

Luther King, Jr. (113-23). Like Coalhouse, the last two hi torical p rsonage fought for 

racial equality and for civil rights. 

Whether he arranges occasional meetings between fictional and historical 

characters in the same chapter or the omniscient narrator intermediates dialogues between 

them, Doctorow combines the fictional with the historical to the point that nobody know 

which is which anymore.7 Although both Ackroyd and Ondaatje at 0 mix historical 

figures with fictional ones, Doctorow bases almost his entire novel on this playful game. 

Carol Harter and James Thompson argue that "one major device in the novel i arranging 
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the meetings offictional and historical per onages, as well a having hi torical figure 

meet and interact with each other fictionally" (50). The author s interweaving of fictional 

and historical characters is aleatoric· Doctrow doe not follow any pre xisting rules or 

conventions but in tead breaks all the rules when be puts together invented tori about 

fictional and historical cbaracters. Like Ackroyd, he create fictional situation tor both 

historical and fictional characters. Ackroyd divides his novel into thre main plots whose 

events take place in three different centuries as follows: the eighteenth-century plot 

covers the death of the historical and literary figure, Chatterton; the nineteenth-century 

plot revolves around Wallis' fi.ctionallife as a painter; the twentieth-century plot center 

on fictional characters and actions. Although there is no clear-cut spatial delimitation 

between these three plots, Ackroyd does not mix the characters from all these different 

plots. Moreover, although Ackroyd invents fictional situations for both fictional and 

historical personages, he rarely facilitates dialogues or meetings between fictional 

characters and historical ones. MichaelOndaatje' techni.qu re mbl Doct row's, as 

the Canadian author also base his novel on the more or I ss ficti nal action of a 

historical personality, Count Almasy, and bis fictional meetings with other character 10 

The English Patient. 

Doctorow himself comments on the real-unreal or historical-fictional dichotomie 

that abound in Ragtime and other historiographic metafiction and conclude that truth, 

if they ever existed are not relevant; the variety of possibilities that fiction propose 

what matters. He contends: 

I'm under the illusion that all my inventions are quite true. For in tance, 

in Ragtime, I'm ~atisfied that everything I made up about Morgan and 
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Ford is true, whether it happened or not. Perbap truer becau it didn t 

happen. And I don t make an di tin tion an more - and can teen 

remember - what of the e ents and circum tances in Ragtime are 

historically verifLable and what are not ... writer are independent 

witnesses and, theoretically at lea t not connected to the defen e of an 

institution whether it be the family or the Pentagon or God ... [ certain] 

would much rather trust as a source of truth the variou ne of literature, 

and its width and its breadth, than, for instance, a pre s relea e from a 

government agency, or even a sermon. It seems to me what must be 

maintained is the absolute multipJjcity ofus all, the numbers ofu who 

color the palette from which the society draw it own portrait. (69) 

Doctorow's answer to the question about truth and fiction in his nove] heds light on 

what truth (ifthere is such a concept in historiographic metafiction ) really is or better 

said, i not. Both chara ters and reader should mbra the bedazzlement brough b the 

lack of truth and enjoy the infinite pos ibilitie re ulting from thi la k. 

Critics have a ked what kind of novel Doctorow writes: a hi torical n vel r a 

fictional one, or both. Doctorow is not a hi torian· he is a noveli t. D pite the n vel' 

apparently realistic way of presenting a hi torical era and the auth r bl nding f 

historical and fictional characters, Ragtime remains a work offiction. The author offer a 

possible description of American history and society; he puts hi torical character in 

situations they have ne er been in before and he make them say words they have never 

uttered previously. Doctorow creates fictional stories for his hi torical character and 



succeeds in illustrating a fLctional gist of the Ragtime era: the truggle for survival the 

social tensions, people s bopes and changes in their Ii es. 

Doctorow includes actual fLgures such as Harry Houdini, 1. P. Morgan, Henry 

Ford, Andrew Carnegie, Sigmund Freud, and Emma GoLdman with fictionaL character 

such as Mother, Father, little boy, Grandfather, Younger Brother, and oalhou e Walker. 

Interestingly, Mother's and Father's famiLy have connections with both fictional 

characters like Sarah, Coalhouse's wife, and with historicaL characters like Houdini. But 

even the family's connections with the great magician and their conversation with him 

are purely fictional. Doctorow does not respect any convention or clear delimitation 

between the fictional and historical characters in Ragtime. For in tance, some of the 

"	 fictional characters are named (for example Coalhouse Walker) and some are given 

generic names such as Motber, Father, Grandfather, or Younger Brother. One might 

expect Doctorow to use generic names for all his fictional characters, but this i not the 

case. 

Whether Doctorow invents fictional situations for hi fictional and hi torical 

characters or transforms a historical ituation into a fictional one, he til.! manag to 

construct a vivid though fictional panorama of American life, Hi fictional character 

interact with historical ones to form a mix of ethnicities, nationalitie , races , 

backgrounds, and religions. Henry Ford has lunch with 1. P. Morgan to di cu s 

reincarnation. Harry Houdini visits Mother's and Father' family and plays with the littLe 

boy. Younger Brother watches how tbe famous Evelyn Nesbit is rna aged by Emma 

Goldman; later on, he fights for general Zapata in Mexico. Freud comes to America with 
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his disciples, lung and Ferenczi and i extremely di appointed by American food and 

facilities· he fma.lly confes es that 'America i a mi take, a gigantic mistake' (3 

In Ragtime, Doctorow achieve two things simultaneou ly: on the one hand he 

presents a social, political, and economic mosaic of American society during the Rasrtirne 

period; on the other hand, he invents characters and situations that interact with ach 

other and with this historical period. The changes that hake his characters lives ha e to 

do with the fluctuations and transformations that occur in America during the Ragtime 

period. Doctorow's interesting amalgamation of historical and fictional character 

suggests once again that truth and the quest for truth can onJy be fictional.. Or, as 

Doctorow puts it in an interview with Larry McCaffery, "All history is compo ed. A 

professional historian won't make the claims for the objectivity of his discipline that the 

lay person grants him ... Fiction has no borders, everything is open. You have a limitless 

possibility of knowing the truth" (43-7). Doctorow's words also apply to Ondaatje's The 

English Patient; for the Canadian author attempt to demon trate - a will b vident in 

the next chapter - that history, fLction, and hi character torie go beyond nati nal 

borders. 
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Notes: 

I Gerhard Bach ummarizes Doctorow' attempt to rewrite American history: 'On the 

one hand, there is agreement on the hi toriographi.c quasi-documentary mode of 

narrative Doctorow employs in building a monumental mosaic ofturn-of-the-centur 

America - its social, political, economic and artistic trends, impulses and mood. On tbe 

other hand, there is also agreement about the fact that Doctorow apparently did not pay 

very much attention in history cla s: he jumbles his facts, dates, places and person in an 

erratic, irresponsible way. If the critics are literary critics Doctorow gets away with this 

- he fictionalizes. If they are historiographers, he does not pass - his is a kind of hi tory 

that flies in the face of academically accepted 'fact' , (165). 

2 Bettina Friedl analyzes insightfhlly the relationship between the character and images 

in the novel; she believes that Doctorow's characters are subject to changes and 

transformations. They "find themselves, or they lose themselves in explorations; they 

actively change their identity, or passively react to changes in the factual world th 

movement of time, and the force of the individual event" (Fri dI91). 

3 Speaking of the fLrst passage of the novel, Paul Levine tates: "Ragtime begin' with til 

conventional view of the turn of the century as an age of innocence but then reveal the 

social and economic conflicts that remained barel.y uppressed beneath the surface' (E. L. 

Doctorow 51-2). Bar?ara Foley claims that "the opening pa age of Ragtime in some 

ways echoes the ironic dawn-of-the-century newsreel" (160). Furthermore Linda 

Hutcheon finds the first passage of the text both ironic and no talgic: "The opening of the 

novel sets the pattern. Describing the year 1902, the ·narrating voice introduces a 

potential nostalgia, but surely it.i one already tinted with irony" (Poetics 89). 
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4 Mark Busby describes the Ragtime Era in American history as follow: 'Mo t [people] 

settled in the cities as America became an mban rather than a rural nation. Some 

languished in a poverty they did not expect to find; others found job in a embly line 

and the automobile greatly affected the course of American hi tory. The growth of labor 

unions, begun in the late nineteenth century, continued. Political leaders r i t.ed the 

unions, but most Americans were confident that humankind was mo ing toward 

perfection. Women, likewise, believed in and worked for po itive change. The nature of 

leisure altered as well: the magic lantern turned into the motion picture; mu ical tastes 

turned toward raf,J1ime music" (177). In fact, critics who bave written on Doctorow s 

Ragtime and historians in general admit that during this period, the United States became 

a global industrial power. The literary critic Allan Winkler, states that "the period from 

the end of Reconstruction to the start of the 20th century was, in historian arl Degler's 

phrase, the Age ofthe Economic Revolution. Business leaders relied on entrepreneurial 

skill to conso lidate and combine, and to create the gigantic industrie that made America 

great" (106). 

5 R. Z. Sheppard comments on the musical quality of Ragtime and a s rts that' its lyric 

tone, fluid structure, and vigorous rhythms give it a musical quality that explanation 

mutes" (69). 

6 Many critics address Doctorow's experimentation with narrative. The reader gets the 

feeling that the narration both tells itself and at the same time is told by an omni cient 

narrator. Harpham does not necessarily pinpoint the center of the narration in Ragtime 

but believes that the narration is conducted by a "local instance" (88). Harpham argues 

that "Doctorow does most of his ruminating through the character of the young boy, who 
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i accorded a fitful privilege as the center of the migratory narrati e voice' (Harpham 

88). In other words when the story does not tell it elf it is told b the omni cient 

narrator called "the little boy." 

7 Allan Winkler claims that Doctorow's Ragtime wa a be: t- eller but the novel s 

importance' comes not simply because of the public accl.aim it achieved but because of 

its unique blend of the real and the imaginary in early 20th century America in a way that 

conveys tbe texture of the times" (105). 

.' 
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HAPTERID
 

FICTIO AL AND (INTER)NATIO AL PATIENTS OF THE WORLD 

"End Fact. Try Fiction." (Ezra Pound) 

While Peter Ackroyd focuses on a chapter of British literary history and E. L. 

Doctorow presents an era of American history Michael Ondaatje concentrate on a 

worldwide historical event: World War II. In The En fish Patient Ondaatje center on 

individuals of different nationalities and places them in international context. He 

emerges, thus, as an "international writer in the best sense of the word" (Maver 65). If 

Ackroyd emphasizes England and Doctorow America, Ondaatje prefers a more 

international historical approach. A writer ofIndian origin, who lived for a decade in 

England and eventually immigrated to Canada, Ondaatje writes a story that engages 

various nations and nationalities. Without writing an autobiographical novel, Ondaatje 

discusses how people's identities and places of origin influence tbeir liv . Mor ver, 

two ofbis protagonists are Canadian, one i Indian, and one i upp edly Engli h. [n 

fact, these are the three nationalities that also shaped Ondaatje' per onality and li£ . 

In an article on Ondaatje and Findley, W. M. Verhoeven argu s that" anada i a 

country virtually unique in the we tern world in its awkwardly elf- onsciou passion for 

identity" (283).1 Ondaatje's concern with his characters' identities is triking in the 

novel. What is even more interesting is that the character' identities shift and fluctuate 

continuously. The characters move from one place to another and inhabit different 

spaces; they undergo identity crises as far as their countries oforigin or their place in the 

world are concerned; they develop and change during the war. Every character has a 
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torY' every individual becomes a text and an open book. Moreover, the etting of the 

novel are also in flux. The settings such as the naturaJJy ever-changing de ert or the 

artistically destroyed Italian villa, accommodate people of different nationalitie . the 

languages that characters speak are also diverse. All the characters' shift in identity 

depend on and are influenced by history; their private tories of love and betrayal 

interfere and intersect with history as the historical circum tances depict d by the author 

influence the course of characters lives. Hana confesses at the end of the novel that 

"From now on I believe the personal will forever he at war with the public (292), There 

are many instances ,in the novel when the personal is at war with the public and when the 

official version of history is contradicted by a private and fictional one. 

When Almasy remembers how he took out Katharine's inert body from the Cage 

of Swimmers, he muses: "We die containing a richness of lover and tribes, taste we 

have swallowed, bodies we have plunged into and swum up as if rivers of wisdom 

characters we have climbed into a trees fears we have hidden in a if cav s. I wi h for 

all this to be marked on my body when I am dead" (261). Ondaatje att mpt to pr ent 

one of the various fLctional sides of history. He focu metaphorically on the richne of 

lovers, on the tastes one swallows, on one' fears and happine s, on th people one 

plunges into, and on all unwritten stories that one cannot find in the history book. In 

other words, the author is not only concerned with World War II per .'Ie but with how the 

characters' lives interfere with the war and bow their histories affect and are affected by 

the war. This intersection brings forth characters such as Almasy, who would sacrifice 

history for his love for Katharine, or Kjp, who would give up Hana for the sake of history 

and nationality. Travis Lane argues that "Ondaatje would have us can ider that the 
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paraUels between our dreams and our hi tories are somewhat of our own making - that 

our history is to some extent the effect ofour perception our fear and our beha iour 

that we create the myths and circu es of our Ii es that what comes to u in reality i like 

our dreams, both beyond our control and created b u (150-1). 

History affects all the characters of the no el in one way or the other. The a tion 

of the novel takes place at the end of World War II but the character' storie ext nd 

over longer periods of time: the war, their youth, and their childhood 2 The war mediate 

and makes possible the meeting of the four protagorusts in a neutral, cultural and exotic 

land - Italy. Michelangelo's country becomes in The English Patient a pac where 

nations, nationalities, history, and politics coexist and intersect fructuou Iy with fiction, 

stories, and memories. Italy, or more precisely the Villa San Girolamo in Tuscany 

provides the illusion of the suspension of history and at the same time the mirage of the 

free play of fiction. The desert - another topos of the novel where the English patient 

story mainly take place - also nurtures different national itie and hi torie : "We w r 

German, English, Hungarian, African ... Gradually we becam nati nl ra 

nations!" (138-39). This statement ultimately call forth ra ure ofethn centri m and 

the embracing of an international identity. Furthermore, the love between Hana, the 

beautiful Canadian nurse, and Kip, the [ndian sapper, i never fulfilled b cau e of their 

different ethnic identities. All the character' connection of their private hi tori s with 

the war, their love affairs, their tories, and their nationalitie tie togeth r in a ruined 

Italy. The author's vision ofrustory in The English Patient is haped by fiction, as the 

fate of nations and wars depend on the treason and betrayal of the characters. The Ii es 
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of several individuals in the novel influence and are influenced by war and politic and 

the author interweaves them in a continuous exchange and flux. 

The historical and geographical references range from India to England, from 

Arabia to Canada, in order to reveal themselve fully in Italy. The Italian ilia shelters 

Hana, a twenty-year-old Canadian nurse who 10 t her child and father to the war but 

agreed to look after the dying and nameless' English patient" who proves to be the de ert 

explorer Ladislau Almasy; David Caravaggio, a thief and a spy from Canada who 

befriended Hana's father; and Kirpal Singh, an Indian sapper in the British army. Not 

only do the four protagonists form a unique ethnic group that has witnessed the cha ge 

of history, but also the location where all the characters' stories emerge is di tinctive. 

The villa itself is a palimpsest of historical shadows from the past, a tower of Babel of 

nationalities and identities, and a bricolage. The villa - "built to protect the inhabitants 

from the flesh of the devil" (43) - was first a nunnery and a monastery transformed later 

on into a battleship and a ho pital (L 2). The Italian edifice becomes a metaphor for th 

intersection afpast and present and at the same time it tands for th int rweaving of 

history and fLction in the noveL Almasy claim that the villa is an old hi torical building 

that once belonged to a fifteenth-century poet, PoJiziano, who knew Michelangel , Pico 

deUa Mirando la, and Lorenzo di Medici. Almasy's very d tailed and pecific 

explanations, like "Poliziano would lecture every day for two hours in Latin in the 

morning, two hours in Greek in the afternoon" (57), make u question the accuracy of the 

patient's information and knowledge. How does Alma y know with certainty so many 

historical details that cannot be verified? Mark Kemp argues for the narrative 
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unreliability of Almasy's knowledge and actions: there are gap and contradiction m 

his story" (141) 

The fifteenth-century villa wa modified several time 0 er the centurie . Part of 

1t were bombed in the twentieth century and tran formed into something el e; part of the 

building remained in ruins: "Sections of the chapel were blown up. Part of the top 

storey of the villa crumbled under e plosi.oos' (12). The building becomes the witness of 

a blurry history and at the same time the victim of the atrocities of war. The history and 

architectural beauty of the constructioo are partly gone and lost to the war. The 

construction does not house PoLiziano, who would speak Latin and Greek but has 

become a ruined battlefield. The villa was bombed during the war and "had housed a 

hundred [German] troops" (12); it has been a spectator of a cultural pa t and of a 

devastating present. However, these continuous tran formations that culminated with the 

bombings of the villa are significant because they established various functions for the 

villa. The building finally becomes a place with no wall, door, or other typ s of 

borders: "There seemed little demarcation between the hou e and the landscap , betw en 

the damaged building and the burned and shelled r mnants ofth earth' (43). Th 

continuation of this man-made construction into tbe natural landscape sugge t that 

historical buildings are doomed to become ashes in time. Tbu history is either 10 t in 

the natural landscape or transformed and continued into it; hi tory becomes, then
1 

pantha 

rei in nature. This surrender of a man-made hi torical con truction uch a the Italian 

villa and, implicitly, of hi.story ioto the oatural surroundings, is ignificant; it proves 

again that history is not meant to last. Furthermore, this continuation of the villa into the 

landscape alludes to the destruction of borders. John Bolland comments that the ettings 
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in The English Patient "break down hierarchie and di is ions such as between out ide 

and inside, bedroom and library and dismpt the clear relation between architectural form 

and function" (47). 

The villa originally built by a skillful engineer (to use Derrida's and Levi- trau ' 

terminology) in the past is used in the present by twentieth-century bricoleur . The four 

protagonists and the German troops are the bricoleurs that have Jived in the villa and 

transformed it according to their own needs. Thi transformation alludes to a continuou 

re-writing of history as the uses of the villa have been modified in time. The construction 

is no longer the household of poets and artists but a place for prayer and, later on, for 

wounded people. When Hana, Caravaggio Kip, and the English patient go to the hou e 

they find it deserted. Hana, like a veritable bricoleur, learns to use the house effectively: 

"The staircase had lost its lower steps during the [tre that was set before the soldier left. 

She had gone into the library, removed twenty books and nailed them to the floor and 

then onto each other, in this way rebuilding the two lowe t tep , (1 ). Hana u book 

instead of steps for the staircase. With this ge ture, Hana does not take advantage of the 

usual function ofbooks - which are historical source of knowledge, information, 

documentation, and entertainment. She wants to e tabJi h another pos ible meaning and 

use of books by revising their initial utiLity - an action that define her a a bricoleur. 

However, later on in the novel, Hana shows interest in reading and listening to the stories 

of the cultivated English patient. She "revises" and "rewrites" other historical paces of 

the villa and gives them another function. For instance, he is 'converting dome tic 

spaces into her bedroom by fixing ber hammock to the·waUs" (Bolland 47) or she 

considers that "the wild gardens were like further rooms" (43). For Hana, the space of 
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the villa is fluid and it can be redesigned, remodeled rewritten and revised according to 

her needs. Hana arranges the rooms, the yard, and the piece of furniture a if they were 

paragraphs in a text. The lack of doors windows, and spatial demarcations between 

rooms or between the house and the yard uggests the lack oftran it ions in a text. The 

bricoleur and the architectural writer, Hana, will revise some of the paragraph (rooms) 

of the text (villa). The ruined villa - with its wrecked library it mis ing wall and 

rooms - becomes a pla.ce with no clear demarcation tha.t foreshadow Ondaatje's 

metaphor ofthe desert. 

Hana is not the only one who modifies the purpose of books; the circumstances of 

war change the fate of the smaJllibrary in the Italian villa. The library seems to be a afe 

space, an oasis of history, fiction, and knowledge protected from the war outside. This 

protection proves to be provisional because the library has a hole in it due to a bomb 

attack: "Some rooms could not be entered because of rubble. One bomb crater allowed 

the moon and rain into the library downstair "(7-8). Beau of this hI, rain or bad 

weather penetrated the library and deteriorated the books; they only decorate a devastated 

room: 

Between the kitchen and the destroyed chapel a door led into an oval

shape 1ibrary. The space inside seemed safe e cept for a large ho Ie at 

portrait level in the far wall, caused by mortar-shell attack on the villa two 

months earlier. The rest of tile room had adapted itself to thi wound, 

accepting the habits of weather, evening stars, the sound of bird ... The 

shelves nearest the torn wall bowed with the rain, which had doubled the 

weight of the books. (11) 
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War and history seem to be the source of de truction of the library and of the entire ilIa. 

In other words, history (war) destroyed and damaged hi tory and fiction (books). 

Moreover, the potential devastation is imminent becau e "the German arm had mined 

many of the houses they retreated from, so rna t rooms not needed like thi one [the 

library], had been sealed for safety, the doors hammered into their frame" (11). That is 

why the whole villa and the people in it risk being blown to pieces at any minute. Both 

the books that are documents of bjstory and the people who contributed to the actual 

"writing" of history (Hana - by taking care of the wounded' Kip - by di arming mines; 

Almasy - by being a cartogra.pher and a spy; Caravaggio - by being a thief and a py) are 

in danger of disappearing. What remains, however, a.re the stories of their lives told at 

the end of War World II in an Italian vi.lla with an oval-sbaped library and the perilous 

interweaving of their lives with history. Nevertheless, the characters' act oftelJing their 

stories and speaking their lives aloud in the Italian vi.lta are not meant to last; they are 

whispered and lost to the landscape like history it elfa all character vani h when the 

war IS over. 

Hana, the devoted nurse, is the catalyst for all the other character' tori and 

actions in The English Patient. Almasy is her dying patient tor whom she left the c nv y 

of other nurses and decided to live in the vi lIa; Caravaggio is ber father' friend and a spy 

who knows Almasy; Kip is Hana s lover. However, Hana' own identity is still in flux; 

her personality is not completely shaped. The narrator characterizes her several times a 

childish. Thjs "half adult half child" (14) i brave and fearless. She face the dangers of 

mines and bombs with a certain amount of crazine , innocence, and immaturity. Hana is 

attracted to the mystery that envelops the dying and initially nameles patient who was 
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burnt in the desert. Her fascination with the Englishman is probabl' related to her 

ongoing educational proces . Botb Hana and Kip look at the patient with awe and 

consideration because they are educated and instructed by him. 

The English patient asks his nur e to read book aloud 0 Hana, who u ed to 

make staircases out of books, starts appreciating book and her patient's torie : "This 

was the time in her life that she fell upon books as the only door out of her cell. They 

became half her world" (7). Hana is ready to face the danger of potential mine that can 

explode in order to read Fenimore Cooper The Last ofthe Mohicans, l(jpJ ing Kim or 

Stendhal's The Charterhouse ofParma. She thus confronts history and war in ord r to 

regain history and fiction through reading. However, in order to avoid tepping on the 

mines planted by the Germans in the villa, she takes precautions and "walk[s] backward, 

stepping on her own footprints, for safety" (12). Furthermore, Hana writes her thoughts 

in the margins of these books. Like Ackroyd's characters, she writes her story and places 

it into other authors stories. Ondaatje finds, on the one hand, new conte t fi r w II

known literary pieces and, on the other hand, he situates hi work in an international and 

sophisticated literary environment: 

She opens The La t o.lthe Mohicans to the blank page at the back and 

begins to write in it There is a man named arava;rgio, aFfend o.fmy 

father '.'I: J have alway loved him. He is older than / am, about forly-/ive, 

/ think. He is in a time o.ldarkness, has no corifidence. For some reason / 

am caredfor by thisjriend ofmyfather. (61) 

To further this act of appropriation (uoderstood as both "confiscating" and as 

"intertextuality") Caravaggio confi cates, metaphorically speaking, the identity of a 
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protecti e atty Bumppo in The n Ii h Patient hile Hana become a courageous 

Cora. With Hana's gesture of writing her note into a work offi tion like The Last oflhe 

Mohicans, the author not only integrates intertextual allu ions in hi t t, but he al. 0 

integrates his fiction (Hana's fictional comment) into a well-known nineteenth- ntury 

novel. 

The authors of historiographic metafictions ( ckro d and Doctorow includ d) 

often exploit the relationship between texts. IntertextuaJity bridges the gap between past 

authors and texts and present ones. Some of the intertext in the novel are The Last ofthe 

Mohican, Kim, Paradise Lo 't, Anna Karenina, The harterhouse ofParma, The 

Tempest, the Gyges-Candaules episode in Herodotus, Caravaggio painting of David 

and the Grail legend. The story from Herodotus anticipates the love affair between 

Katharine and Almasy. Moreover, Kipling's novel is centered on an Indian boy, Kim (a 

name phonetically similar to Kip) who sets out on a journey from Lahore acros India in 

a quest for wisdom. Kim is recruited by a Briti h officer who educat him and trains 

him to become a spy. Kip's story i similar b cau e he him If i trained b th Briti h 

and ends up fighting for them. In both the novel, Kip and Kim ar tr 

of identity and by British colonialism in India. As far as the Grail leg nd is concern d, 

Bill Fledderus and John Bolland connect thi legend to the Fi h r King. The kjng' land 

is cursed to remain infertile until a knight - ometimes aided by the Grail maiden - ave 

it. Bolland argues that "the fertility myths and the Grail legend offer the pattern of 

sterility and desolation followed by renewal of life and fertility" (55). In Ondaatje's 

novel, the land becomes infertile because of the atrocitie of war; the beautiful vi Ila with 

its library are ruined because of the war. Kip pro es to be one of the aviors of the land 
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because he tri.e to take out mines from the ground or di arm bombs. All the e example 

show bow The English Patient intersects with other works written or created in the pa t 

and, at the same time, tbey demonstrate tbat there is a continuou dialogue b tween texts 

and authors. 

The books that Hana reads to the English patient are incomplete. Tbey have 

missing pages and chapters; the plots are fractured and the storie are fragmentary: "So 

the books for the Englishman, as he listened intently or not, had gaps of plot like ection 

of a road washed out by storms, missing incident as if locust had consumed a section of 

tapestry, as ifplaster loosened by the bombing had fallen away from a mural at night' 

(7). The books are wrecked just like tbe library from wbich they come .is wrecked. The 

books and the library - as symbols of knowledge and information - refuse knowledge 

and information. The missing chapters from the books parallel the gaps in the chapters of 

history. History will never be complete and completed by individuals because it depend 

on tbe historians' interpretations and their diverse iewpoint. Neither the Engli h 

patient nor Hana seems to mind the gaps in tbe plot; they both enjoy the torie and the 

incompleteness of fiction: "She was not concerned about the Engli hman a far th 

gaps in the plot were concerned. She gave no summary of the mi ing chapter. he 

simply brought out the book and said 'page ninety-six' or 'page one hundred and 

eleven'" (8). What is between page ninety-six and one hundred and eleven ha to be 

fictionalized and imagined. 

This unique combination and .interweaving of history and fiction is also reflected 

in Ondaatje's metaphors and symbols, such as the ruined villa and library, the book with 

washed up pages, and Hana's bo.oks with gaps in plot. A wrecked ftfteenth-century villa 
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and library or a book with missing page and gap aU suggest an ideal ituation in the 

past: the viUa and the library were not wrecked; the book were not mi ing any page or 

plots. However, b.istorians and critics oftbe present can only peculate and fictionalize 

over what bappened in the past. In the present, a ruined villa suggest both history and 

fiction at the same time and belongs to both past and present imultaneousl . one can 

only imagine in the present how the villa looked in the pa t. Similarly, one can speculate 

on how the plot or the pages were completed. The reader and the characters of the novel 

can only be interpreters of a discursive history a ruined villa, and a book with mi ing 

pages. 

Hana is not only drawn to the world of books but is also fascinated by the Engli h 

patient's stories and especially by the mystery around his identity nationality and 

adventurous life: "There was something about him he wanted to learn, grow into, and 

hide in" (52). When Hana reads books, she imagines that she is an explorer or a historian 

whose goal is to fill in gaps with possible answers: "She felt like ru oe finding a 

drowned book that had washed up and dried it elf on the hore" (12). The b ok with 

washed up pages is like a ruined villa; the book and the villa how only half the truth 

because the rest belongs to fiction and invention. Hana feels like rusoe becau e he i 

willing to listen to people's stories, to explore them, and to fictionalize around th m. he 

wants to participate in. the stories and live with and for the storie: "She entered the story 

knowing she would emerge from it feeling she had been immersed in the lives of others, 

in plots that stretched back twenty years, her body full of sentence and moments, a if 

awaking from sleep with a heaviness caused by unremembered dream" (12). Hana 

desires to be more than a simple. explorer; she wants to understand people's past by living 
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in their stories. However the whole proce s becomes more or les an unremember d 

dream" for her both because people s past life torie become flctitiou when retold and 

because she can live in these stories only fictitiously. Thus, Hana end up being only an 

attentive listener to the English patient' convoluted tory. 

Like Hana, readers are also captivated by the patient s storie and life. Readers 

know from the very beginning that bis story probably ends tragically' even at the 

beginning of the novel, he is a dying, burned, and lonely man who is taken car of by 

strangers. However, his story enthralls because the English patient identity i 

enigmatic. This dying, "nameless, almost faceLe s man" recalls his years spent .in the 

desert as an explorer (52). The reader and some of the characters are not even sure that 

he is who he says he is - an explorer and a lover who became a spy during war. For 

Hana, he is simply the English patient; for Caravaggio, he probably is Almasy - the 

Hungarian aristocrat; Kip realizes at the end that Almasy symbolizes Engli hness and as 

a result - the enemy_ The man with a burnt face become an open book drowned in the 

ocean with washed up pages that dried on the shore; he becomes a wrecked library in a 

ruined Italian villa. Because no one can recognize his face, one can only gues and 

reinvent his identity: 

A man with no face. An ebony pool. All identification consumed by flfe. 

Parts of his body and face had been prayed with tannic acid, that 

hardened into a protective shell over his raw skin. The area around hi eye 

was coated with a thick layer of gentian violet. There wa nothing to 

recognize in rum. (48) 
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Despite his unrecognizable face, tbe reader and the characters ha e to belie e and trust 

the patient's stories and his pre upposed identity. 

Ondaatje's choice of recreating Count Ladislau Alma y - a historical per on in a 

fictional context - fits the genre of hjstOliographic metafiction. Not only did ALma y 

exist in reality but Katharine Clifton and Geoffrey CLiflon were aLso historical per on . 

On the first page of the novel, the author writes an excerpt from a Geographi.cal Society 

meeting in London: 

Most of you, I am sure, remember the tragic circumstances of the death of 

Geoffrey Clifton at Gilf Kebir, followed later by the disappearance of ill 

wife, Katharine Clifton, whjch took place during the 1.939 desert 

expedition in search ofZerzura. (1) 

Furthermore, in the novel's Acknowledgements, Ondaatje makes the following 

statement: 

While some of my characters who appear in this book re ba ed on 

historical figures, and whiLe many of the areas described - uch as th Gilf 

Kebir and its surrounding de el1 - exist, and were explored in the 19 a , it 

is important to stress that this story is a fiction and that tb portrait of the 

characters who appear in it are fictional, as are orne of the events and 

journeys. (305) 

After be posits that his novel is indeed a fiction even though it has some historical 

characters, Ondaatje continues with a Ii t of books and articles that helped him with hi 

research for The Eng/ish Patient. They include history books, literary texts, excerpts 

from different books, and the archival material from Geographical Journals. 
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The border between history and fiction is extremely transparent in historiographic 

metafictions' the reader cannot tell for sure whe.re histor ends and where fiction begin . 

In Ondaatje's case, this task becomes easier because he provided a Ii t with the historical 

material that he studied and used in his novel. Steven Totosy de Zepetnek goe beyond 

Ondaatje's research, in pursuit of the historical data behind the author fiction. He 

concludes, however, that the success of The Engli h Patient rests on the author' 

"fictional treatment of some of history's marginal figures and that "'truth i stranger 

than fiction'" in the Ondaatje s novel (148). Zepetnek fmds out that there are 

connections between the fictional English patient from the novel and Lazlo Ede Al.masy, 

Count of Zsada.ny and Torokszentmiklos - an Africa explorer and discoverer (Zepetnek 

143). Zepetnek cites Autoval Szudanba, who argues that Count ALmasy discovered the 

lost·oasis ofZarzura in the Libyan Desert and the prehistorical paintings in the caves of 

the Uweinat Mountains (143). Almasy also made maps of the Libyan Desert, developed 

civil aviation in Egypt, and published several work in French, Hungarian, anderman 

about his travels, discoveries, and explorations (Zepetnek 143). However, other 

historians cited by Zepetnek, such as 13.nos Gudenus, Laszlo zentirmay, and Gert 

Buchheit, claim that Almasy was not an aristocrat (Zepetnek 143-44). Thus, Alma y' 

histori.cal identity is slippery and mysterious, a point that (coincidentally r not) Ondaatje 

tries to get across when he puts together his character's fictional identity in The English 

Patient. 

If Almasy's historical. and fLctional identity is unreliable, then the ecret that 

surrounds his intelligence activities during the war is equally ambiguou While the 

historians do not know many detail.s about these events, Ondaatje offer a fictional 
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answer: love. Almasy i wiHing to collaborate with th German and bow them hi 

maps in order to save his lover Katharine CLifton. When he comes back into the desert 

to ask for help, the English impri on him because be gives them the wrong name. He 

says that Katharine is his wife and that her name is Almasy: 

'Are you telling me the English did not believe you? No one .Ii tened to 

you'}' 

'No one listened. ' 

'Why?' 

'I didn't give them a right name. 

'Yours?' 

'1 gave them mine.' (250) 

One could claim that. Katharine Clifton dies because of history and Almasy's nationality. 

The English authorities think that Almasy is a foreign spy and arrest him, so by the time 

he returns to the desert, Katharine is already dead. 

Zepetnek's information on Lady Clayton Ea t I,ayton (ne Dorothy Mary 

Durrant) alias Katharine Clifton in the [Iovel, is revealing (146-47). Lady layton wa a 

pilot and a sculptor who accompanied her husband on his expedition in the de ert; after 

her husband's death, she continued the expedition in the Libyan Desert. Zepetnek 

claims that she knew ~lmasy from her previous expedition with her husband (147). 

However, Ondaatje creates a fictional persona totally different from reality; Katharine 

Clifton bears little or no resemblance to Lady Clayton. Lady Clayton's husband, Sir 

Robert Clayton East Clayton (Geoffrey Clifton in The English Paaent) wa an ari tocfat 

who liked traveling and exped,itions' he joined Almasy on some expeditions but died 
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young of a disease similar to infantile paral i (Zepetnek 146 . Ondaatj however 

describes him as a jealous husband and a Briti h p . The author pr erve orne 

accurate feature and characteristi.cs of hi character but for th lUO t part he in ent and 

recreates their lives. Fiction overcomes hi tory in Ondaatj , no el because be create 

new contexts and stories for their Ii e - a technique that both ckroyd and Doctorow 

exploit. 

It is impossi'ble for historians to put the pieces oftlle puzzle together when it 

comes to Almasy's historical identit . It is also impossible for reader to distinguisb 

between what is historical and what is fictitious in the no el because the author u ed 

some marginal historical figures in fictional contexts. 3 Throughout the novel, Caravaggio 

is not convinced that the patient is Almasy: ' There is still no clue to who he actually i 

nameless, without rank or battalion or squadron" (96) or 'He [Caravaggio] needs to know 

who this Englishman from the desert is, and reveal him for Hana's sake. Or perhap 

invent a skin for him, the way tannic acid camouflage a burn d man rawn ' () 17). 

Things become even more complicated when the reader find out that Ainu} y ficti nal 

identity is related so much to history. The English patient prove ver ed and cultivat d 

wben it comes to history, geography, archaeology, language, and literature. For in tance, 

he reads Herodotus; he know the history and geography of the de ert; he know the 

history of the Italian villa; he can peak everal foreign languages (Hana think he i 

English, but in fact he i Hungarian)' he writes book in foreign language. 

A symbolic image of history and ofreadiog hi tory is Herodotu ' book, which 

Almasy considers sacred. He believes tbat "the histof"ie in Herodotus clarified all 

societies" (150). When Katharine wants to borrow that book, be ays:" 'I have my note 
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within it. And cuttings. I need it with me ' .. It is unusual for me to travel without it' , 

(231). Like Hana, Almasy also write rus own history into Herodotus' book and insert 

his own story within history. In this way, his twentieth-century per onal account i 

interwoven with Herodotus' past variant of history. Almasy become Herodotus' 

fictional collaborator in the writing of history: "It is the book he brought with bim 

through the fire - a copy of The Histories by Herodotus that he has added to, cutting and 

gluing in pages from other books or writing in hi own ob ervation - so they all are 

cradled within the text of Herodotus" (16). Interestingly, the collage book survived the 

fire that broke out in Almasy's plane while his entire body wa burned. 4 icola Regner 

argues that Almasy, Herodotus, and Ondaatje rewrite history: "Almasy writes his own 

history into the book documenting that which might otherwise be lost, just a Herodotus 

does in his Histories, and Ondaatje in his novels, proving once more that history will 

always need 'revision'" (115). Ondaatje, a fiction writer, Herodotus, a historian, and 

Almasy, an explorer, were all trying to prove that hi tory can only be rewritten with the 

help of fiction. 

The English patient interprets Herodotus' ver ion of hi tory a "cul-d - ac within 

the sweep of hi.story" and "the supplementary to the main argument" 11 ). He ees 

Herodotus completing the gaps of history with legends and "piecing together am irage" 

(119). Almasy imagines that Herodotus sees history as influenced by per onal affair 

such as betrayals of other nations and love stories. Private matters that remain unknown 

to the public and sometimes even to historians determine official ver ions of hi tory. 

Renger contends that "as his [Almasy's] real self is contrasted with his officially 

inscribed identity, the discrepancy between the two versions of history - the private story 
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versus the public interpretation - is re ealed (118). In the no el the official ver ion 

concerning the Africa explorer defmes him as a spy' readers of 1'h nglish Pat; nt, 

however, find out that he became a spy because he wanted to ave hi 10 er. This brings 

us back to what Herodotus has said about the subjective and personal events that 

in.fluence the fate of nations. Almasy faILs in love with Katharine when he reads from 

Herodotus: "This L a story of how I fell in love with a woman who read me a peciflc 

story from Herodotus" (233). The story from Herodotus about the adulterous queen 

anticipates their affair. When their love is over, Almasy records the war on their 

domestic front in the history book: ' He bought pale brown cigarette paper and glued 

them into sections of The Histories that recorded wars that were of no intere t to him. He 

wrote down all her arguments against him. Glued in tbe book - giving himself only the 

voice of the watcher, the listener, the 'he'" (172). With this gesture Almasy inscribes 

their story in the history book and underlines the point already made by Herodotus that 

history is the result of private matters. Moreov r, he want to detach himself ff rn 

himself and to textualize his persona in the hj tory book. He wants to b the "he," th 

"listener," and the "watcher" of his own story in a history book. 

Ondaatje explores the personal, private, and fictional sides of Alma y' identity 

that the character "glues" in Herodotus' history book and at the arne time the public 

aspect of his identity -that of an explorer and cartographer. The English patient not only 

participates in the making of history; he is also a historiographer, one who makes/writes 

and re-makes/re-writes history. Almasy draws maps of the de ert and di covers the oasis 

ofZerzura. He characterizes himself as one who can recreate the pa t in the pre ent: 
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I am a man who can recognize an unnamed town by it keletal hape on a 

map. I have alwa had information like a ea in me ... I knew map of 

the sea floor, maps that depict weakn s in the hield of the earth chart 

painted on skin that contain the variou route of the Crusade ... When I 

was lost among them unsure ofwbere I wa , all I needed was the name of 

a small ridge, a local cu tom, a cell of this historical animal, and th map 

of the world would slide into place. (18-9) 

Almasy needs only some clues and traces in order to recon truct the past in the pr ent; 

be fictionalizes history from topography and geography. He sees in every fragment of 

the past a hologram that promises and at the same time encapsulates a fictional whole: 

"Give me a map and I'll build you a city. Give me a pencil and I will draw you a room in 

South Cairo, desert charts on the wall" (145). However he is ready to "sell' hi public 

image and to give hi maps to the Germans in order to rescue Katharine. 

The English patient's adventure and explorations take plac in th de ert - a 

place where the traces of history are ea ily hidden. Th and ofth d rt co rs, er e:, 

swallows, and destroy the fragments of history. It eern that hi tory cat exist n 

the surface of the desert unless it is resurrected by hi torian fro m und meath. Hi t ry i 

lost beneath the sand and the historians have to dig out the 10 t citie , the oa e , and the 

textual life that lies there. Almasy and his crew believe that there wa an ocean before 

the desert was formed there: "Here in the desert, which had been an old sea where 

nothing was strapped down or permanent, everything drifted" (22). Knowing that the 

people who lived in the desert are water people, Almasy can speculate and interpret their 

past lives and customs. 
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Moreover, the desert is a place that lacks any demarcations or borders: In tbe 

desert it is easy to lose a sense of demarcation' (l8). The desert cannot be traced· it can 

only be interpreted. For Ondaatje tapai such a the de ert or the Italian illa are fluid 

transformable and borderless. John Bolland argues that the organization of pace in the 

novel "can be linked to its critique of the power tructure inherent in colonialism" (47). 

The author's settings undermine the historians' and cartographer conception of 

de.limitations and territories. The de ert lacks a master and does not master anybody; it 

"could not be claimed or owned - it was a piece of cloth carried by wind , never held 

down by stones" (J 38) The desert is a free and independent pace devoid of co lonial 

constraints. 

Ondaatje's desert becomes an international and peaceful space where individuals 

ofdifferent ethnic backgrounds can coexist. The sand - that washes up borders and 

,frontiers - seems to erase, metaphorically speaking, the characters' national identitie to 

the extent to which the inhabitants of the desert become "nationle ' and international. 

Almasy emerges as a representative of the international tat ofth de ert: "W were 

German, English, Hungarian, African - all of us insignjficant to them. Gradually we 

became nationless. I came to hate nations. We are deformed by nation-states" 1 8). 

People's national identity and the fact that they belong to a certain national territory 

compel them to participate in wars, defend their countries, hate, and kill their foreign 

brothers in order to playa useless and power-driven political and historical game. The 

solution for an individual Like Almasy i to go to the desert, explore other people' and 

peoples' civilizations and history, and deny himself any affiliation with a national 

identity. He advises Hana, Caravaggio, and Kip to "Erase the family name' Erase 
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nations!' and adds that he 'wa taught such thing by the de ert (1 9). Th de ert 

teaches lmasy to give up being a la e of hi tory and of his own identit or nationabt 

, But I wanted to erase my name and the place I had come from. B the time war arrived, 

after ten years in the desert, it was easy for me to lip acro s border not to belong to 

anyone, to any nation" (139). At the end of his d ert expenence Ima y i a citizen 

without citizenship and a man without a face. 0 one know for sure what hi 

nationality, motber tongue, and name are; that is why the characters of the novel invent a 

nationality for him and call him "the English patient.' Although they peculate on his 

true identity and are captivated by the stories he tells under morphine, they (and he too) 

could fictionalize the faceless, nameless man. 

This erasure of borders is perhaps possible in a neutral, non-we tern, and 

mysterious space like tbe desert. The explorers of the desert want to bury their hi tory 

and their national identity and emerge as free from any territorial constraints: "All of u , 

those with European homes and children in the di tance wi hed to r move th cl thing 

of our countries ... We disappeared into the land cap' (139). [ntere tingly, th author 

interprets for the second time the land cape a a r ceptacle which swallow history and 

identity. Ondaatje referred first to the bombed Italian villa a a continuation of it natural 

surroundings; now, he is making a connection between Almasy and hi crew and the 

desert. The villa and the historians of the desert are continuations of the natural 

environment. It seems that historical constructions and even the people that explore 

history become (sometimes and under certain circum tance ) part of geography; one can 

read them as maps. The Itaban villa and the desert turn into two textual topoi, where 

h.istory, geography, nationality, and fiction meet and become one. 
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Darryl Whetter subtly observes that 'the figuration of land ape a text and the 

portrayal of body in the desert travels of Almasy (the 'Engli h patient) as land cape 

establish the desert itself as a cbaracter in the novel and as Almasy's companion" (445). 

For instance, when Almasy writes bis book, Recentes Explorations dans Ie Desert 

Libyque, he imagines the desert as a text on the page: [I was] coming closer and cIa ·er 

to the text as if the desert were there somewhere on the page, so I could even mell the 

ink as it emerged from the fountain pen" (235). In fact, AJma y i a cartographer who e 

duty is to write the desert and translate it into a map. The de ert, like the textual Italian 

villa, becomes a text that can be written, rewritten, and revised by Almasy. Symbolic 

characters such as the desert and the [tali.an villa become texts and at the same time 

metaphors of the historical reconstruction in tbe novel. 

Not only do the desert and the villa become textual I.andscapes in the novel, but 

the characters themselves are also personified as texts. Both characters and settings are 

subject to historical and textual reconstruction. ir t of all, the Engli 11 patient' body 

and face can be fictionalized upon. Readers and the other character can gu what lies 

beyond tbe patient's burned face and body and consequently inscribe hi phy ique with 

various stories. The author draws an alma t tran parent line between the reliability and 

unreliability of the narration when he and the other characters give the patient a name. 

One could argue that Alma y's story and life do not cOLncide with the nglish patient' 

However, readers have to accept Ondaatje's game of reliability and unreliability and trust 

the patient's memory. The so-called Englishman characterizes himself or i characterized 

by the narrator as a text: "You must talk to me, Caravaggio. Or am I just a book?" 253); 

"He listens to her, swallowing her words like water" (5); "I am a per on who if left. alone 
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in someone s home walks to the bookcase, pulls down a 'olume and inhale it a 

history enters us" (18), Ondaatje s technique oftran forming hi characters into te t 

also emphasized and used extensively by Ackroyd, Like Charles Wychwood in 

Chatterton, who Literally swallows pages from Dicken real Expe tations lma y eat 

words like food and breathes historical texts like oxygen. While te t enter Almasy 

body via his mouth and lungs, readers and characters can create text around hi identity, 

Furthermore, Hana becomes a fictional participant in the Engli h patient' tory 

by being so fascinated with it that she confounds herself with it sentences and ituations: 

"She entered the story .. ,she had been immersed in the life of other, in plots ... her body 

[had been] full of sentences and moments" (12); "her body full of stories and situations 

(36), Hana's body becomes the recipient of history and fiction because she both read 

historical and fictional books to her patient and listens attentively to his stories, When he 

, writes his travel book on the desert, Almasy textualizes his lover, Katharine: "I was 

unable to remove her body from the page. J wished to dedicate the monograph to b r, t 

her voice, to her body" (235). When Almasy writes about the de ert, he c lebrate hi 

love for Katharine to the extent to which the writing of the desert becomes the writing of 

Katharine's body. Katharine too is inspired by texts and word: "She had alway wanted 

words, she loved them, grew up on them" (238). Finally, Alma y believes that aU p opt 

are books that can be read or maps that can be explored: 

[ believe in such cartography - to be marked by natur , not just to label 

ourselves on a map like the names of the rich men and women on 

buildings. We are communal histories', communal book, We are not 
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owned or monogamous in our taste or e per.ience. All I de ired wa to 

walk upon such an earth that had no maps. (261) 

The English patient claims that every individual is an open boo full of stories and 

situations. However, these "human texts are not subject to the rule of hi tory or to th 

borders of cartography. 

Although the English patient argues for a humani tic message in a time of great 

adversity and hopes that the borders between nations are erased, not all the character of 

the novel share his view. Caravaggio for inst.ance, wonder why they are all in the 

wrong country fighting other nations' wars instead of being at home: '''The troubJe with 

all ofus is we are where we shouldn't be. What. are we doing in Africa, in ItaJy? What is 

Kip doing dismantling bombs in orchards, for God's sake? What is he doing fighting 

English wars?'" (122). This statement refers to Kip, who fights for the British army but 

who eventually revolts against British irnperiali m. Caravaggio too earns a living by 

stealing and pying during the war; h i a anadian p who tra el from fri at 

Europe. It is difficult to keep track ofhirn, a ara aggi i alway nth run. h nl 

moment of pause i a photograph of him that be wants d tr ed. That phot graph-

which Hutcheon would probably call repr sentational- how ara aggi true id ntit 

The other masks that Caravaggio puts on while he i a spy are nly fictiti u,. 

Caravaggio's identity is in flux because he trie to conceal it; be embra ether fal e 

identities in order to serve a duplicitou game of hi try. 

While aravaggio move from on place to another and hange his id nfty, tp 

teeter between two civilizati ns and world: Orient and Occid nt. an Indian wh 

fight for the British and who faU in love with a anadian irl, Kip m t mbrac 



fully Western civilization. However this proves to be an iItu ion becau e Kip e entuall 

reject the West and returns to India. It i tbe dropping oftbe atomic bomb in Japan that 

makes Ki.p revise his feelings for the West. He Ie olts against all Western nations and 

especially against British colonialjsm. 5 For him Europe and the We t coincide with 

Englishness and with British domination of the world' Kip attributes all the misfortunes 

carnages, and wars of the world to the English people: ' American French, I don't care. 

When you start bombing the brown races oftbe world, you Ie an EngJi hroan. You had 

King Leopold of Belgium and now you have fucking Harry Truman of the USA. You aU 

learned it from the English" (286). He follows his brother s advice and becomes a bater 

of Europeans: "Never trust Europeans ... Never shake hand with them" (284). At the 

end of the novel, we find him in India respecting an indian tradition according to wIDch 

the second son becomes a doctor: "he is a doctor, has two children and a laughing wiJe" 

(299). Hana, on the other hand, does not belong to any tradition; fatherless and childless, 

she goes back to Canada and becomes "a woman of honour and smartne whose wild 

love leaves out luck, always taking risks" (301). 

Although Ondaatje's ideas on love, cultural diver ity, and the erasur ofb rder 

between nations do not triumph in the novel, the character 'storie about thes is ue and 

about their own lives do. History and nationalities divide the l.eve between people 

instead of saving them. In an essay entitled "Cultural Cia hes? - East meet West in 

Michael Ondaatje's novels," Josef Pesch argues that despite "the efforts of multicultural 

individuals like Kip or the patient or the international desert" or the Italian villa, I might 

add, the novel does not "seem t.o be able to ultimat.ely and permanently bridge the gap 

across the cultural divides' (Pesch 73). Topoi such as the desert and the villa that 
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sbeltered and brought together many people of different nationalities prove to be 

provisionaL. If an international identity for Ondaatje's character is not pos ible, then 

their fictional existence could be. Although some of their histories are lost to the 

landscape of the desert or to the natural surroundings of the [talian villa, orne of their 

private stories are glued in Herodotus's book or in The Last ofthe Mohi 'ans. Fiction i 

eventually triumphant because it benefits from perpetual revision. The triumph of fiction 

and the rewriting of history are two ideas that Peter Ackroyd develop in hi novel, 

Chatterton. The next chapter will show how he tran forms hi tory and literature into 

plagiarism, copies, and playful (mis)quotations. 
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otes: 

I Igor Maver also believes that Ondaatje s use of "the national search for a Canadian 

literary identity by using' international postmodern techniques fall within the paradigm 

of contemporary postcolonial and postmodern cultural production which i.s in Canada 

characterized by plural ism, decentralization and the creation of a multicultural' mosaic '" 

(65). 

2 Many critics discuss the polyphonic structure of the novel and its multitude of stories. 

In "Post-Apocalyptic War Histories: Michael Ondaatje's 'The Engli h Patient,'" Josef 

Pesch argues that the "diverse tales of World War II which its protagoni ts tell suggest 

that a History of the War ... can, indeed no longer be told as if it were the only one ... It 

cannot be reduced to some single truth, some linear history triumph" (131-2). Maggie 

Morgan contends that the "dispersed, broken and divided' structure of The English 

Patient "manages to present a multiplicity of stories and of voices" (161). Ondaatje s 

historiographic metafiction "attempts to re-work a certain period of history" by 

combining historical events with historical and fictional character (Morgan 161). Darryl 

Whetter summarizes Ondaatje's project in The j2-nglish Patient: "The novel's principal 

travels, those of Almasy through the North Africa de ert of 1930-1939, are of exceptional 

note for two reasons: first, Ondaatje's well-documented situation of these fictional travel 

within accurate geographical and historical circum tance , and, secondly, their overt 

affiliation with the project of storytelling" (443). 

Some critics point out Ondaatje's unreliable narration and the text's indeterminacie . 

For instance, in an article entitled "Canadian Patient: visit with an ailing text," O. W 

Pollmann analyzes the indeterminacies and flaws ofOndaatje's novel. "Among these 
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[flaws] would certainly be plot contrivances the practicalJ impo sible sur i alofthe 

copy of The Histories by Herodotu through the cra h and fire of the plane the 

unbelievable presence of Almasy in a field hospital near Florence and therefore aL 0 the 

curious gathering offom characters at the Villa San Girolamo toward the end of the 

second World War" (pollmann 149). However what Pollmann call flaws and 

indeterminacies fit the genre of historiographic metafiction , where hi tory and fi.ction 

not only meet but become one. Ondaatje brings these characters together to show that 

cultural diversity, survival, and, to some extent, happine s are possible during war 

although they are temporary. The presence of the Hungarian explorer alias the dying 

English patient, in the Italian villa and his mental journeys in the desert trigger debate 

and discussions around the issue of history. Douglas Barbour argue that in Ondaatje's 

hands, "even the documents of history slide away from factual representation toward a 

haunting apprehension of indeterminacy" (207). 

4 Renger claims that Ondaatje "emphasizes his sense of the flu and hybridity of history 

by letting Herodotus's book itself undergo change" (115). Renger refer, of course, to 

Almasy's insertion in the book of his cuttings and clippings so that "the book 

metamorphoses into Almasy's histories" (115). Morgan, on the other hand, ugge ts that 

"As we watch Hana writing in the flyleafof Kim, and we see Alma y and Katharine 

adding their stories to the pages ofHerodotus, we become aware of how ea ily the torie 

that become our Histories are written" (171). 

5 Many critics discuss how Ondaatje portrays the problem of colonialism in the novel. 

Mark Kemp analyzes Kip's political epiphany and argues that "Kip must leave becau e 

he too has been assisting the enemy and realizes he must now fight for his own country" 
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(151). He continue by saying that Kip and Hana share fond memorie and a cultural 

synchronicity (15]) while in Italy. When Kip hears ofHiro hima and· aga ak' he 

"recognizes his own colonization by an es entiaUy destructive and self-destructi e force 

when he confront the Englishman with the truth that the We t would have never u ed 

such a weapon against a white race" (Jacobs 11). Maggie Morgan on the other hand 

argues that Kip had to react in anger against the injustices done to the 'brown race' , but 

his reaction is "deflated" because "all those in the Italian monastery, including the 

'English' patient were also victims of colonialism and war" (163-4). Other critics focus 

on geographic spaces like the desert, which escape the forces of colonialism. i.cola 

Renger believes that "Ondaatje's choice of the desert as the location to be mapped reveals 

his desire to subvert the colonial practices implicit in cartography" (112). Count 

Ladislaus de Almasy is a cartographer, a desert archaeologist, and explorer but the desert 

is a place of "perpetual flux, which, through its nomadic populations and its vast and 

changing surface, makes spatial control and colonial appropriation through map , nearly 

impossible" (Renger 112). 
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CHAPTER IV 

REVISING THE mSTORY BOOK THROUGH FICTIO LOOK TO 

PETER ACKROYD'S REPRE E TATION, PL GIARI M, AND 

INTERTEXTUALITY IN HArrERTON 

"There is properly no history; only biography. (Ralph Waldo Emerson)
 

"Time present and time past
 

Are both present in time future,
 

And time future contained in time past. ' (T. S. Eliot)
 

Peter Ackroyd in an interview with Susan Onega argues that historical fact and 

fictional fancy are not separate activities but "simply a peets of the same proce "(210). 

In his 1987 novel, Chatterton, Ackroyd shows that "the past is unrecoverable, being 

constantly amalgamated into contemporary experience to uit th need of that 

experience" (Finney 257-8). I Ackroyd's approach to hi tory and fiction differs from 

Ondaatje's and Doctorow's insofar a the British author u e literature and language a 

means to rewrite history, while Doctorow and Ondaatje deal more with nati.onal and 

international identities. Ackroyd inscribes himself in the tradition of British postmodern 

authors, who usually em.phasize self-reflexivity, parody, irony, intertextuality, plagiari 01, 

and games with language in historiographic metaficti.ons more than American or 

Canadian authors do? FUithermore, while Doctorow describes a ver ion of America at 

the beginning of the twentieth century and Ondaatje shows how his character question 

and find their Canadian, Indian, Hungarian, and English identities, Ackroyd portrays a 
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British world of artists and pseudo-arti t ofthe eighteenth century nineteenth century 

and twentieth century, a world dominated by writers painter and critic of literature and 

art. 

hatterton offers an example of bow hi tor 1S COD tructed or decon tructed b 

representations, copies, plagiarism, and quotations. abine Hotho assert that with 

Chatterton Ackroyd demonstrates how' truth e capes as the authenticity tatus of all 

sources constantly shifts, as the lines between fact and fiction con tantly blur' (389). The 

novel's compucated plots and subplots revolve around the portrait, the manuscripts, and 

ultimately the history of the eighteenth-century poet and forger Thomas Chatterton. 

Moreover, Ackroyd's characters cannot and do not necessarily want to simplify and 

reveal Chatterton's life, but they choose to continue and amplify his myth. The novel 

consist of three plots set in different centuries, each of them centering on a form of 

plagiarism and a practice of faking reality. Ukko Hanninen argues for the novel's 

'fragmented structure and multiple plots that echo and mirror each oth r" (76). The 

eighteenth-century plot presents the last day of hatterton himself who di intoxicated 

with arsenic and opium. The second plot, which takes place in the nineteenth century, 

recounts Henry Wallis' recreation on canvas of Chatterton's death with the help of a 

model, the Victorian writer, George Meredith. The third and amplest plot focuse on the 

twentieth-century poet, Cha.rles Wychwood, and his obsession with hatterton s fake 

portrait and manuscripts. Ackroyd's depiction of past and present is a eries of 

plagiarized acts, as throughout the centuries all the characters in the novel complicate 

history with the help of simulacra and forgeries. Not only i truth a phantasm, impo ible 

to grasp but it also becomes insignificant: "if there were no truth, everything was true" 
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(127). The nostalgia, the dream and the flctionahzation of/for/around history keep it 

presence alive over centuries. The author his ornni cient narrator and the characters 

participate in this chaotic estrangement from hi tory because they want to contribute to 

its fictionalization. 3 Through play quotations, misquotation copies and 

representations, they want to rewrite history and transform it ioto a (inter/hyper)textual 

and fictional experience. There are no originats in the novel becau e the character are 

not capable of discovering or willing to find definite answers. In tead they tum into 

Borgesian cartographers who make maps bigger than territories' or into writer who 

produce hundreds of books and articles all different in content about one forger poet who 

died at eighteen. The simulacra of history, such as representations, plagiarism and 

playful (rnis)quotations, allude to the fictive, textuat, and discursive nature of history. 

My analysis will unravel representations of death in history (of both Ackroyd' fictive 

characters and real painters like Henry Wal.lis), the characters' tendency to plagiarize, and 

ultimately Ackroyd's postmodern gesture of appropriating and mi appropriating other 

authors' words. 

Upon discussing the transmission oftbe past in the present, one need to refer to 

tbe representation of history and more specifically to the representation of death ince at 

least three of the protagonists arc involved in thi tangled dilemma. In hall rlon, 

historical knowledge/misknowledge is mainly achieved through paintings. At the 

beginning of the novel, Charles buys a nineteenth-century portrait of an old man whom 

he believes to be Chatterton. At this point his belief contradicts the official version of the 

poet's life and the short biographical sketch that Ackroyd wrote, both claiming that 

Chatterton committed suicide at the age of eighteen. 4 What does Charle ' disco ery 
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mean? Does it mean that Chatterton did not die young? What happened to Chatterton 

between 1770, the year wben be supposedly died and 1802 the ear when the 'Portrait 

of an Unknown Man ' is dated? According to Charles Thomas hatterton 'kept 00 

writing ... [and] faked his own death' (23). Both these theories vis avi a life so 

enigmatic as Chatterton's may be correct depending on which one reader want to 

believe. "But who is to say what. is fake and what .is real? (113), one of the characters 

asks, blurring the boundaries between history and fLction. ParadoxicaHy, hatterton is 

both dead and alive according to the tbeorie presented in the novel. Up to a certain point 

in the novel, when the mystery of the portrait is partially uncovered, Chatterton finds 

himself in the same situation as Schrodinger's cat. It is up to the reader to decide which 

bistorical past helshe is going to embrace. 

Curiosity might not really kill a cat, but Edwin Schrodinger, the famous physicist 

could have. Schrodinger's cat paradox revolves around the experiment of putting a cat 

into a box witb a bottle of deadly poison, a hammer, and a radioactive atom. If the atom 

decays, then a mechanism detects thi , swings the hammer, breaks the bottle of poi on, 

and kills the cat. lfthe atom does not decay, the poi on stays in the bottle and the cat 

lives. Until we open the box to measure the atom we do not know which state the cat is 

in, because the cat, according to quantum mechanic, is in a mixture of two tate: both 

dead and alive. Or, to put it differently, the cat has a 50% chance of survival. The 

question is not whether the cat is al ive or dead when one opens the box, but ratber, the 

question is, wbat is happening to the cat while the box is closed. One can only speculate 

on the eat's fate without knowing certainly what has happened or what is going to happen 

with it. Similarly, one can only speculate on what has happened to Chatterton and when 
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exactly he died. Supposing that the cat is found alive in the bo once the experimenter 

open the box one could claim that this measurement altered the state oftbe system and 

from a cat that is both dead and alive, the cat become only alive. The same is true if the 

cat is dead. Whereas a measurement, the act of looking inside the box, alters the tate of 

a quantum system, historians interpretations alter history as well. History wil.l alway 

display several boxes, several cats, and several choices. There are no lies when one 

restructures the past, only endless possibilities. 

This realm of endless possibilities makes impo sible the knowledge of hi tory 

with the help of cause and effect. Before the twentieth century, physicists bel ieved that 

everything could be explained. For instance, if we see some pieces of bro ken glass on the 

floor, we could immediately assume that those pieces formed a pane. Similarly, if 

Charles saw a portrait of an old man who looked like Chatterton, he could easily make 

the case that the eighteenth-century poet is not dead. However twentieth-century 

physicists, including Werner Heisenberg, argue that we cannot describe and analyze 

simultaneous objects or phenomena with certainty. The relationship between call e and 

effect should be eliminated from phy ics and history becau e it i unreliable and 

incomplete. Historians or the characters from Chatterton deal with the effect produced 

by past causes and events. For example, they can state that there wa a man called 

Chatterton and that he was a poet and a forger. If we want to know more about 

Chatterton, we might discover that not everything we find out about him is true. The 

more we try to find out about Chatterton's life, the more we fictionalize his existence. 

Now that we have seen how uncertain the death of Chatterton is in Ackroyd's 

text, a look into the representation of his death complicates the novel even more. 
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Ackroyd exploits an interesting juxtaposition between the decay of the painting and the 

decay of Chatterton's and even of Charles' bodies. ccording to hjs scenario hatterton 

dies because he takes too much poison by mistake wherea harles dies because of a 

brain tumor. But after Cbarles buys tbe portrait, he starts to behave funny and eventually 

becomes sick. Only his son Edward, notices how strange hi fatber look : 'His mouth 

has gone aU funny, Mum" (166), "his head [was] swaying and dipping" (126) 'he could 

feel his scaLp quivering" (129). Edward concludes that the man in the portrait cau ed his 

father's illness: "Can't you see that be's trying to hurt you? (129),' He knew that 

'Chatterton' bad some connection with his father's own death" (229). Moreover, Charle 

starts to see a distorted Gothic reality populated by ghosts from the past and at the same 

time he enters an occult world of dreams and visions: "Charles turned to his invisible 

companion. 'The dream unfolds,' be said ... And he realised at once that these words 

were not ills words, but those of someone otber" (78). Neither Charle nor the reader can 

decide whether tbese mysterious events take place in Charle imagination or not. 

Charles' vision of his son decaying prophesize both hatterton' death and the 

decay of the portrait itself: "Then the left side of hi on started to disintegrate, as if the 

boy were going through the stages of youth, age, death and decay in front of him" (165). 

All three men that Ackroyd sets in three different centurie die or decay: young 

Chatterton, middle-aged Charles, and the old man from the portrait. Soon after Charles' 

death, his Chattertonian dream will also vanish as Ackroyd interestingly parallels 

Chatterton's and the portrait's decay: "The saliva fills Chatterton' mouth, a river 

overflowing its precious banks ... I am being melted down" (227) and "Small bubble 

and creases were forming on the surface of the picture ... he watched in horror the 
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dissolution' (228). When the painting dissolves Merk sees two faces on the canva , a 

young one and an old one: 'The face of the sitter dissolved becoming two faces one old 

and one young" (228). This Janus-like presence on the "dying' painting reinfi rce 

Ackroyd's juxtaposition between his paragraphs about Chatterton s death and the 

paragraphs about the decay of the portrait. Pedro Garcia- aro argues that "tbe 

apocryphal painting reveals a similar structure to that of the no el which i also created 

through a series of parallel narratives and intertexts different texts and different plots that 

demonstrate a parallel concern for artistic production' (164). In otber word there is a 

connection between Ackroyd's written paragraphs and the painting' layer. 

Furthermore, "young" Edward is the only one wbo understand or intuits the 

connection between Chatterton's death and the portrait s destruction because when Philip 

tells Vivien that "the painting has been destroyed" (230), Edward exclaims, 

"'Chatterton's deadl Chatterton's dead!'" (230). Like his father, Edward believes that the 

portrait renders old Chatterton, but unLike hi father, he thinks that hattertoo tried to hurt 

and succeeded in hurting his father. Edward i the only character whom Ackroyd allows 

to look between and beyond the author's dense thread of plot and ub-plots: the little 

boy will have a vision ofCbatterton's death as portrayed by Ackroyd. What i urpri iog 

is that when Edward looks at Wallis' picture in the gallery, he does not see the reality of 

the painting (how Wallis painted Meredith), but he sees how Chatterton's body i 

discovered: "They were standing beside the body and the woman had put a handkerchief 

over her mouth and nose ... I smell the arsenic, Mr Angell" (229). Moreover, Edward 

does not see Chatterton lying dead on the bed, but his father: "Edward had not yet cho en 

to look closely at the man Lying upon the bed but now, when he did so he stepped back 
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with astonishment: it was his father lying there' (229). For Edward all three men merge 

into one person: an eighteentb-njneteenth-twentieth-century hi torical male figure whom 

he perceives through representations. The three centuries are blurred in one di torted 

historical representation. [n fact, the boy looks at a representation (WaHi ' painting of 

Cbatterton's death) and sees another repre entation (Ackroyd' representation of 

Chatterton's death) and at the same time he sees his reality (his father s death), which i 

framed by all these three representations (Ackroyd's fictional world WaUis' work of art 

and Chatterton's death) and consequently transformed into a repre entation. 

AIJ three men (Chatterton, Charles and the old man in the painting) are a 

multiplied version of the same historical construct over centuries. [n the beginning oftb.e 

novel, all three had, Hke Schrbdinger's cat, a 50% chance to survive but they missed it. 

Their death, or better said, their transformation from flesh and blood individual of the 

present moment into past constructs constitutes a removal from historical truth and at the 

same time an openness toward fi.ction. There are no original anymor ( hatterton, the 

old man himself if he existed, or Charles), but only representation and copie 

(Chatterton's biographies, portraits, and hi forgerie, the old man' portrait and hade' 

poems and the future novel written by Philip about him). The absence of origina.ls and 

the constant presence of copies justify the cha.racter ' avidity to era e the variants of 

history, change them, and mold them into fiction. Charles' and the other character' 

fascination with the fictitious versions of history are what matters. Reiterating harles 

experience after his death, Philip muses: "the truth he had found in his discoveries, the 

trust he had placed in them, must not have been false" (212). In other words the 

dream/fiction/imagination must have been more real than reality itself. 
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The death known through repre entations - a theme that traver e the novel- i 

exploited by Ackroyd in connection with other character be ides Charle and batterton. 

Sarah Tilt, the famous art critic "has been writing for six years a book 'provi ionaLly 

entitled The Art ofDeath" (33) in which she i trying to analyze the image of death in 

various paintings. In fact, she attempts to overcome her own fear of death by tudying 

about it. Her book remains unwritten partly because "aLI the time it had been as if she 

were watching her own death" (33) and partly because be cannot have access to a 

genuine experience of death. She only deals with representation that - according to her 

- make death more beautiful (34). She bas done re earch on this topic and she ha 

accrued many ideas and sketches, but ber own insignificant contribution is restricted and 

doomed to repetition and indirect plagiarism. That is why all she can do is "[turn] death 

into a spectacle" (34) instead of telling the truth about it. The same happens with Wallis' 

painting which uses Meredith as a model. Although Wallis and Meredith go to see 

Chatterton's room and u e it as decor for WaUi ' painting, the painter i not able to 

reproduce a real image of Chatterton's death but a fictionalized one. The pro longed 

discussions between the painter and his model related to how much reality and ficti n are 

invested in the painting are meaningle . Nineteenth-century WaHi and nineteenth

century Meredith cannot entirely reconstruct eighteenth-century Chatterton but create 

only the impression that they do. Meredith becomes so immersed in playing hatterton 

that he starts believing in the reality of this role: "'Then I will become a perfect 

Chatterton and surely die'" (138), "'r will be immortalised'" (161). He fore ees that the 

future viewers of the painting will not be able to make any distinction between the 

original (Chatterton) and its copy (Meredith). These two identities will merge into one 
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with the help of representation and history. Another layer (Meredith is added to 

Chatterton's immortal and mysterious legend. ckroyd contlates Chatterton identit 

with historical figures like Meredith and fictional ones such as tbe old man and Charles. 

Another signjflcant simulacrum of history that proves its flcti ene i plagiarism. 

The characters tendency to plagiarize other characters works against accuracy in history. 

If everything proves to be plagiarized and copied, how can readers of history acqu ire the 

truth, the original, and the genuine? The answer is that they cannot because these 

notions do not exist and even if they were, the characters would not waut to di cover 

them. In Chatterton the reader has to go through all the layers of textual reality in order 

to find out that historical real ity is on Iy provisio nal and fictitious The characters of the 

novel invent intricate theories and plots based on plagiarized and copied material. 

Chatterton himself is remembered as the great forger who falsified a part ofEnglish 

literary history by creating a fifteenth-century monk, Rowley, who upposedly produced 

poems in a medieval style. Moreover, the onJy portrait of hatt rton known in e i tence 

was painted by Henry Wallis; he did not freeze Chatterton s face for po terity but used 

George Meredith as a model. As twenty-fIrst-century reader and lover of art, we do not 

have full access to Chatterton's portraits or his oeuvre becau e we cannot make the 

distinction between fact and forgery in his life and work. Furthermore, Chattert.on i said 

to have influenced the Romantic poets and especially William Blake. Yet Chatterton's 

enveloping power does not stop with Romantic poets. Philip Slack, harle' friend, who 

is a librarian, discovers in a book that George Meredith was saved "by the intervention of 

ghostly Thomas Chatterton" (71) when the former wanted to commit suicide. In his 

discussion with Andrew Flint (who arnus.ingly enough writes Meredith's biography), 
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Charles admits that the writers of the present are watched and influenced by Blake) 

Shelley, Coleridge) and Meredith who got it all from Chatterton' (77 . Chatterton, who 

became famous by forging other works) ha had sucb a strong impact on literature that 

contemporary poets are still fascinated by bis mysterious life. Even after Charle death 

his friend Philip will continue fictionalizing Chatterton's history by writing a novel that 

will address Charles' theories about Chatterton. Ackroyd s novel is about plagiarizing 

the plagiarists' plagiarized works ad infinitum. 

Plagiarism, forgeries, and fakes spread even further and affect all the plot and 

subplots of the novel. "Everything is copied," Charles declares (93). harle exchanges 

his two-volume The Lost Art ofEighteenth-Century j</ufe-Playing by James Macpherson 

- who was himself a forger and a plagiarist (Metafiction and Myth 62) - for a fake 

portrait. Moreover, Charles will die not knowing that tbe Chatterton manu cripts in 

which he believed arduously are fake. When Phjl goes back to Bristol, he finally 

discovers the truth (or one of the possible truth) about Chatterton: 

so that was it, after all, a joke. The memoirs had been fi rged by a 

bookseller who wanted to repay him in kind, to fake the work of a faker 

and so confuse for ever the memory of hatterton· he would no longer be 

the poet who died young and glorious, but a middle-aged back who 

continued a sordid trade with his partner. This was the document whicb 

Charles Wychwood had carried back with him. (221) 

The discovery of a possible truth at the end of the novel is not a important as the 

multitude of fictive scenarios that were built when Charles or Phil did not know the truth. 

The fact that Phil knows a version of the truth will not prevent him from writing a novel 
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about Charles b.lind belief in Chatterton s manuscript and the alidit of the portrait he 

found. 

Another writer who plagiarizes her texts aod consequently fictionalize literary 

history is Harriet Scrope. She copies a plot formula from another author: ' She picked at 

random The Last Testament by Harri 00 Bentley ... why snould sbe not take tbi [plot] 

and use it as a plain, admittedly inferior, vessel for bel' own style? 102). Plagiarism is a 

starting point for Harriet and a means of inspiration for bel' own novels. Seen from tbi 

perspective, plagiarism becomes the author s muse. In "Tradition and the Individual 

Talent," T. S. Eliot argues that "No poet, no artist of any art, has bis complete meaning 

alone. His significance, his appreciation is his relation to the dead poet and artist " (35). 

Eliot believes that there has to be a melding between tradition and the authors' new 

creations. The difference between Eliot s artists and Ackroyd's paper arti.sts is that 

Ackroyd's characters steal tradition (they copy materials from the past) and they change 

it and transform it into a new text. A good example of this alteration of the pa tin in 

the collaboration between Merk and Seymour. It is Merk who painted eymour la t 

paintings because the latter suffered from arthritis: "You don't ee that I painted all of 

Seymour's last pictures" (114). Even though Merk's technique relies more on "mimesi 

rather than invention" (205), he changes Seymour's style and invents a new direction in 

the latter's painting. Ironically enougb, Sadleir realizes that Seymour' painting are 

fake, but he does not want "to ruin a good trade," so he eventually "come[s] to some kind 

of arrangement" with the experts from the gaLLery (114). 

Whether they do it willingly or unwillingly, consciou ly or uncon ciously, almost 

all the characters plagiarize, copy, or steal. However, their acts should not be condemned 
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but pralsed because they are skillful bricoleurs who transform the plagiarized nap hot 

into new and valuable texts. Even if they tart with copied material they end up 

improv(is)ing and restructuring it transforming them elves from thieve ioto creator. 

Meredith, for instance, calls Wallis a 'Resurrectionist [who] can briog the dead to life 

(156). At the same time, the painter created a new repre entation a new face, and a new 

context for Chatterton's biography and scholarship. Thj new scenario add to the 

complexity of the previous ones. Furthermore Chatterton, around whom all the intrigue 

ofthe novel revolve, is the greatest forger of all and at the same time the finest creator of 

fictive history: "The poet does not merely recreate or descr.ibe the world. He actually 

creates it" (157). As shown above, Charles, Meredith's, and the old man's identities 

seem to converge toward one - Chatterton - who attracts like a magnet everything and 

everybody: "So everything moves towards the centre, towards Thomas Chatterton" (164). 

Paradoxically, Chatterton is both a bricoleur, who plagiarizes and arranges the copied 

materials together, and an engineer who creates a new t t. 

Ackroyd uses not only representations, plagiarism, copies, and fak s to mark th 

fictitious nature of history, but he also insert in hi own text quotation and playful 

misquotations from different writers and artists. Not only do the character in Ackroyd's 

novel plagiarize, but the author also doe the same thing; both creator and the created 

plagiarize, quote, and misquote. In The Politics ofPostmodernism, Linda Hutcheon 

places under the word parody the author's game of quotations and misquotations: 

"Parody - often called ironic quotation, pastiche, appropriation, or intertextuality - ... is 

a value-probJematizing, de-naturalizing form of acknowledging the bistory ... of 

representation' (93-4),5 Gibson and Walfreys argue that Ackroyd plays "within a given 
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text, across his own texts and between the text which hi name igns and tho e to which 

he alludes, from which he cites or otherwi, e bOlTOWS (9). His intertextual quotation 

lose their initial meaning and at the same time gain another one becau e the author place 

them in a new context. Ackroyd himself becomes a plagiarist like hatterton as he 

consciously uses all these quotations, sometime without quotation marks. The author 

becomes a Homo Ludens who destabilizes the notion of hjstory and literary history. 

Cross-, intra-, and intertextual allusions and references bewitch readers and deepen the 

mysteries of Ackroyd's labyrinthian text. Sometimes the reader is not even aware that 

Ackroyd puts quotations in his characters' mouths. In fact, the author doe not even want 

his readers to recognize all the quotations in rus novel. In this way readers them elves 

become plagiarists if they write about or discuss Ackroyd's Chatterton. 

A focus on quotations/misquotations that are not attributed, quotations that are 

appropriated, Ackroyd's quotations or paraphrases from rus own novels, synonyms and 

translated words and finally the characters' invented torie underscore th fictionality 

of history. Harriet Scrope, the funny and witty old woman writer, confe e: "I've been 

quoting all my life!" (35). Harriet mjsquotes author most of the time and reinforces the 

idea that each person appropriates the past in his/her own way. One of the quotation for 

which neither Harriet nor Ackroyd cite the author is a line from one of William 

Wordsworth's poems called "Resolution and Independence": "We poets in our youth 

begin in gladness ... But thereof in the end come despondency and madness" (35). 

Harriet misquotes one of the poet's lines; the correct version is: "But thereof come in the 

end despondency and madness" (204), The reader has two choices: helshe can either find 

the quote and discover that Wordsworth's seventh stanza of"Resolution and 
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Independence' refers to Chatterton or hel he can go on reading itbout noticing thi 

detail. Wordsworth dedicates one stanza oftbe aforementioned poem to the marvelou 

boy called Chatterton: 

I thought of Chatterton the marvellous boy 

The sleepless soul that perished in his pride' 

Of him who walked in glory and in joy, 

Following his plough, along the mountain-side. 

By our own spirits we are deified; 

We Poets in our youth begin in gladness, 

But thereof come in the end despondency and madness. (204) 

At the end of the novel, it is Chatterton's turn to quote again the two lines from 

Wordsworth's poem: "'We poets in our youth ... begin in gladness, but thereof come in 

the end despondency and madness'" (233). This time Chatterton quotes correctly 

Wordsworth's poem and does not invert "corne" and "in the nd" as Harriet do . In 

addition, in both cases the omni.scient narrator insert his own comm otary b tw en the 

two lines of Wordsworth's quote: "She waved her hand joyfully in the air" and "he call 

to them across the infinite abyss" (233). In this way, the author create two new fictional 

contexts for this quote. I say fictional contexts becaue both Harriet and Ackroyd's 

Chatterton are fictionalcharacters. Furthermore, Chatterton could not have known 

Wordsworth's quote because he died in 1770, the year when Wordsworth was born. This 

anachronism opens up new possibilities, new contexts, new novel centered on the topic 

ofwhether or not William Wordsworth is the author of his poems. This two-line quote 
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and so many others suggest that there are unseen texts behind ckroyd quotation and 

misquotations, texts that unfold beyond hatterton. 

Before Harriet uses Word worth' line, she quote from hri topher Marlow 

Dr. Fau tus without acknowledging him. Instead of reciting the correct line," ut i the 

bran.ch that might have grown full straight,' she say 'Cut i the bough ... that might 

have grown full straight'" (34). It is her friend Sarah who correct ber:" It wa a branch 

dear, not a bough. If you were quoting'" (35). In. other word, only if be i quoting, 

does she have to say branch and not bough. Sarah probably does not consider 

misquotations as plagiarism. But not a11 the quotations that the characters u e are 

plagiarized; sometimes playful Ackroyd gives the names of the quoted author and has 

rug characters engage in elevated and funny discussions on literary authors. The 

conversation. between Charles and Harriet about Eliot's line from "Ash Wednesday, 

"Why should the aged eagle stretch its wings?" ends in a debate on who the author oftbis 

quote is, Eliot or Shakespeare: 

'It's a quotation from Eliot.' 

'It sounded like Shakespeare to me' 

'It was Eliot.' 

'Well, you know these writers. They'll teal any ... Anything, that's right 

... It's called the anxiety of influence'. (I 00) 

Their conclusion is that it doe not matter which of these two canonical author produced 

the quote because all the writers are eventually plagiarists. Moreover, Ackroyd opens all 

three parts in the novel with epigraphs from Chatterton's work. Their dialogue also 

alludes to Harold Bloom's theory of "anxiety of influence" Bloom argue that new 
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poems originate from old poems and oung poets truggle to get out ofthehadow of old 

masters; strong poet howe er can overcome the' anxiety of influence. ' 

The list of examples ofintertextuality and plagiarism doe not end here. Brian. 

Finney demonstrates that Ackroyd plagiarize himself (253). The introductory entence 

of Charles' preface to his book that never gets written is repeated twice: once in 

'hafferton and once in another Ackroyd novel, 171e Last Testament of scar Wilde. 

Funnily enough, in this sentence Charles alludes to writers tendency toward plagiari m: 

"Thomas Chatterton believed that he could explain the entire material and spiritual world 

in terms of imitation and forgery, and so sure was he of his own genius that be allowed it 

to flourish under other names" (126). Ironically, a part of Charles sentence - which 

Finney calls "defense of plagiarism" (253) - is taken from an art catalogue from Vivien s 

gallery: "She [Grandma Joel] wanted to explain the entire material and spiritual world in 

terms of imitation" (109- to). Secondly, a part of Charles initial sentence is taken from 

the author's earlier novel, The Last Testament ojOs ar Wilde, where Wilde describe 

Chatterton as "a strange, slight boy who was so prodigal of hi geniu that he attached the 

names of others to it" (67). Finney believes that this last quote "is indebted to Wilde's 

lecture of March 1888 on Chatterton" (253). The act of plagiari In never ends; we are 

surrounded by copies and representations of history. One could argue, for instance, that 

the title of Harrison Bentley's novel The Last Testmnent (the author who inspires Harriet 

Scrope) is taken from Ackroyd's 1983 novel The Last Testament ojo. 'car Wilde. 

A look into how the characters use synonyms and translated word sheds more 

light on the author s language games and bis indirect plagiarism. Charles plays with 

homonyms and partial synonyms of the word "memoirs" when Harriet asks him to write 
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her biography:' Oh, your memoirs. Memories. Memorial ... Mimo a' 40. hades 

interprets the word "memoirs' with the help of ynonym and at the ame time move 

away from the initial meaning of the word. Ackroyd e ploit the same technique in the 

dialogue between Chatterton and the idiot boy whose name will become Tom as a result 

of this dialogue. However, instead of using syn.onyms the character u e ec.boes and 

homonyms. 

What is your name? See, my name is Tom. Tom. He points to himself. 

Who are you? 

Whoyouu? 

Tom. I am Tom. Who are you? 

Tom. The boy points to himself, in imitation and smil.es. Tom ... 

You must leave here he [Chatterton] ays, or you will die ... 

Dyen? ... Dyen? 

Without words, Chatterton thinks, there is nothing. There i no real world. 

Without words I cannot even warn or protect you ... 

Worlds ... Wordso. Woods. (209-10) 

This i.s an excellent example of how words and their meaning are modified by other 

words and other meanings. Chatterton's assertion, "Without word ... there is no real 

world" (210), proves wrong because in this case it is word that modify the real world 

and transform it into textuality. Hanninen argues that "the boy gains his very identity by 

imitating Chatterton" (82). From now on, the boy's name will be Tom: "Gradually 

Chatterton faded from his memory, and the street itself was changed, but the idiot boy 

was always known as Tom" (21]). Other examples of plagiarism and intertextualjty 
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show how words transform reality into a pseudo-reality a chimera and ultimately a text. 

The same is true of Flint s Latin quotations that have lost their initial meaning and 

become parodic paraphrases of a distorted past: 

'Sunt lacrimae rerum, don't you think? Mentem mortalia tangunt?' 

'Does that mean, they're dropping likejlies?' ... 

'Exeunt orones - ' he began to say. 

'In vino veritas.' ... 

'Dies irae,' he added ... 

'Veni, vidi vici.' They both laughed ... (177) 

Both Flint and Harriet make fun ofthe Latin quotations and give them a new meaning by 

placing them in a parodic and humorous context. 

The last issue in connection to plagiarism and quoting has to do with the 

characters' capacity to change the past and create an alternative reality. I will call it 

"misplagiarism"l"misquoting" becau e some of the character think they are repeating 

instances from the past, but in fact th.ey are inventing it on the pot. When HaIriet talk 

to Charles, she says: '''You once told me a very beautiful thing, harle. You told me 

that reality is the inventi.on of unimaginative people. '" (39). Harriet i in fact lying' he 

read that phrase in a book review but she attributes it to harle who" mile[s] delighted 

to be reminded of words he must have used" (40). Not only does Harriet invent Charle ' 

past through language, but she also lures him into believing that the past belonged to him. 

Harriet makes up stories about herself and other people. When she meets the blind old 

man in the street, she lies to him and tells him that she was a taxidermist. "Harriet 

enjoyed inventing stories about herself' (30) and also changing these stories and applying 
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them to others. That is why she reinvents the story and retells it to Sarah: 'I met a most 

peculiar blind man today. He told me he was a taxidermi t ' ( 2). Because her memory 

is unstable and because she does not care abollt anyone except her elf Harriet lie and 

creates new contexts for past events. When Vivien want to tell her about Charles 

illness, she covers up her lack of interest with a lie: '''He was looking a little pale, I 

thought' ... but she "had no idea what she [Vivien] meant (119). She does the arne 

when she talks with Philip a.bout the night at the re: taurant and forgets that Charles had a 

stroke then: "'I think Charles enjoyed it, too, don't you?'" (225). Throughout the novel, 

Ackro yd' s characters rely on storyteUing as a means of recovering and creating the past. 

Because past facts and people can be recuperated only through repre entation 

plagiarism, and intertextuaLity, the characters themselves become textualized. In 

hatterton characters like Harriet, Charles, Chatterton, and Meredith are either 

protagonists in books written by others about them (Chatterton, Meredith, Charles 

Harriet) or they become texts (Philip, Harriet, Charles, Chatterton, Meredith). First of all, 

several authors write or read (auto)biographies within Ackroyd s novel. lint, for 

instance, writes a biography on Meredith; Charles can ults Chatterton's biographie and 

remarks that "each biography described a quite different poet" (127); Harriet want 

someone else to write her memoirs; Philip wants to write a novel about harte, and a 

on. Second, the characters aspire to become texts, words, letters, and fiction and be 

re(presented) in a form or another. Philip dreams of a worl.d of books where the human 

body is surrounded by words: "And if you crossed the threshold into that world you 

would be surrounded by words; you would crush them. beneath your feet, you would 

knock against them with your head and arms, but if you tried to grasp them they would 
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melt away" (71). In Philip s textual world words function as ymbol and cryptograms' 

one should not try to decipher them because this act will .min tbeir textual i tence. 

Harriet - who is constantly using flgures of speech (106) is quoting and misquoting 

(35 100) - desires to become L(a slim volume' (148) and at the same time she wants to 

have an identity outside her own books: ",A librarian cao call me Harriet. So you won't 

think of me as just a book'" (148). Charles literally eats pages of book and tex1:ualizes 

his body: "then he tore another strip from a page of Great Expectations roll d it into a 

ball and popped it into his mouth" (58). The novel ends with Philip's promi e to turn 

Charles into a text. Moreover, Chatterton is transformed by the po ter master into letters 

that fOIm the word YOU: "And what do these human symbols form but YOU, sir? You! 

You l " (203). Ironically, Chatterton (the great forger) is the only one in the novel whom 

Ackroyd allows to be an "I" (see chapter 6). He cannot escape completely the tyranny of 

the omniscient narrator but strives for his own voice in the novel. He becomes a text and 

pseudotext in Ackroyd's novel, in the biographies that the author have written about 

him, in Charles' preface, in Philip's future novel, and in Walli painting. Likel 

Chatterton, Meredith is turned into a text in the writers' biographie about him and in 

Wallis' representation of Chatterton. This textualization/l iteral ization/fictionalizatioll of 

these characters proves again tbat history and historical figure are doomed and at the 

same time blessed to remain texts. 

Peter Ackroyd provides in Chatterton an exemplum of how characters get lost in 

the multiple fictitious layers of history. Whether he achieves this goal through 

representa.tions of death, characters' plagiarism, or pla~1 quotation and misquotations, 

Ackroyd demonstrates that one can hear and see only echoes and shadows of the past. 
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These echoes and shadows leave room for historians imagination to unfo Id. Th 

seekers of truth become avid interpreters offLction and texts in halterton they 

transform and expand facts into storyteUing and narrative. Ackro d re al how history 

and historical and fictional characters are vei led .in repre entation and how words and 

ideas are lost in plagiarism and playful (mis)quotations. The way the character In 

Chatterton view history is similar to how Adso ofMelk one of Umberto Eco' 

protagonists in The Name of the Rose reconstructs hi tory. After the library - a ymbol 

of historical reminiscence of the past - is destroyed, Ad 0 tries to recover it but be 

discovers only "a library made up of fragments, quotations, unfinished sentences, 

amputated stumps of books" (500). Furthermore, Adso admits that the incomplete page 

of the books in the library have been more present in rus life than the complete ones 

would have been. He imagines himself a new author oftbese books: 

I have almost bad the impression that what I have written on th e pages, 

which you wil1 now read, unknown reader i only a cento, a figur d 

hymn, an immense acrostic that ay and repeats nothing but what thos 

fragments have suggested to me, nor do 1 know whether thus far [ have 

been speaking of them or they have been poken through my mouth. But 

whichever of the two possibiliti.es may be correct, the more I repeat the 

story that has emerged from them, the les I manage to understand 

whether in it there is a design that goes beyond the natural sequence of the 

events and the times that connect them. (50 I) 

Ackroyd's characters go through similar phases; they combine life with representations 

of history. Although representations, plagiarism, and intertextual quotations make 
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impossible one s tracing of original answers the que: t for the e answers is ignificant. 

The quest for truth - which is ultimately the chimerical quest for a/ala mor ana - and 

for the key to the puzzle are more adventurous than finding i01possib Ie trutbs and the 

keys. It is through the layers of representation textuality, pLagiari m interte tuality and 

memory that fiction creatively reinvents history. 
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Notes: 

I Susan Onega acknowledges in ' Self Text and World in Briti b Hi toriographic 

Metafiction" that Ackroyd bas written "nine historiographic metafictional no el that he 

has alternated with the writing of three biographies on three of hi 'dominant 

precursors': Ezra Pound, T. S. Eliot and Charles Dickens" (l01). In a 1999 tudy, Onega 

claims tbat Ackroyd's novels follow closely the requirements ofbi toriographic 

metafiction: "all of them are self-conscious and parodic novels that level history and 

literature to the same status of human construct" (181). 

2 Some of the critics who address the British postrnodern novel and Ackroyd in 

connection to history are Tatjana lukic, Catherine Bernard, Sabine Hotho, Greg 

Clingham, and Martha Rozetl. Sabine Hotho believes that authors like Ackroyd and 

Byatt "engaged in revisiting Jiterary history in order to rewrite it and, throu.gh rewriting it, 

to regenerate it" (387). Tatjana lukic concentrates on the shifts in the portrayal of the 

Victorian period that occurred in the postmodern era. When he discu se hatl~rton, 

lukic compares the twentieth-century plot with the nineteenth-century opening in th 

novel and concludes that "while the eighteenth-century opening conveys a poetic thought 

very different from Ackroyd's postmodernist gloom and decon truction, the Victorian 

and the twentieth-century ones respond completely to postmodernism' (81). Greg 

Clingham focuses on a comparison between postmoderni m and the eighteenth century in 

Chatterton and argues that the two periods share ome historiographic principles: "first is 

that historical understanding is provisional ... second is that the historian's language i 

aware of its own relativity ... and third that history makes its pecifically historical 

meanings through narrative' (39). 
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3 Literary critics sucb as Greg CLingham Susana Onega John Peck Franyois Galli 

Edward Ahearn Catherine Barnard, and Aleid Fokkema address Ackroyd s novel 

(Chatterton included) and place them in the tradition of hi toriographic metafiction. 

Speaking of Chatterton, John Peck argues that the novel involves history and literature in 

an ingenious fashion: "in the possibility that Chatterton did not die young, history itself 

might be a literary forgery" (445). Greg Clingham thinks that Ackroyd s intention i not 

"to offer an alternative historical explanation for the death of Chatterton ... [but to] draw 

attention to the metaleptic process by which historical (and biographi.cal) narratives and 

therefore, historical (and biographical) truths are made and formallzed" (44). Catherine 

Barnard believes that with Chatterton Ackroyd a ks a radical que tion: 'Ia litterature ne 

serait-elle que chirneres apocryphes revant de repeter un texte original ideal? Serait-elle 

condamnee it n' etre qu 'un jeu de simulacres dans une caverne it I issue masquee par des 

miroirs biseautes?" (35) Barnard further claims that Ackroyd is obsessed with the idea 

of origin; that is why his character "ecrivent au nom ymbolique du pere, ala poursuite 

d'une origine enfouie, perdue dans les ruine de sable circulaires de I'oubli, des ruine de 

Borges, eet autre montrer de simulacres n'aura ce se, lui aussi, d 'explorer" ( 5). 

4 Readers might question Ackroyd's bibliographical ketch at the beginning of the novel. 

The author does not provide any source for his one-page biography on Chatterton. The 

minibiography is as fictitious as the novel itself In fact, one could ay that the novel 

starts with this questionable and problematic account of hatterton's life. 

5 In A Poetics ofPostmodernism," Hutcheon dedicates an entire chapter to intertextuality, 

parody, and history - three discourses exploited by Ackroyd. She astutely tates that the 

"intertextual parody of historiographic metafiction ... offers a sense of presence of the 
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past, but a past that can be known only from it texts its trace - be they literary or 

historical" (125). Gibson and Wolfrey point out that Ackroyd achieve "maze-like 

effects" in his novels through intertextual reference and p.lagiarism and through 

reintroducing figures, tropes and motifs which dance on the surfaces of hi writing' 

(12). Ukko Hanninen specifically discusses bow intertextuality functions in Ackroyd' 

novels. He wonders whether intertextuality falls under the category of plagiari m or true 

poetry and concludes that Ackroyd is "most unique when imitating otber tyles and other 

writers" (75). Aleid Fokkema admits tbat Ackroyd's intertextual games are ingenious 

but, on the other hand, fears that his "preoccupation with the Linguistic unjverse' might 

make his work less serious (169). Pia Brinzeu praises the virtue of intertextuality 

because "it links all literary productions in a common network, annihilating the limits of 

individual creation by including it within an infinite text" (27). 
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HAPTERV 

CONCLU 10 

"Not bad, not bad at aU ... To a.rrive at the truth through the pain taking reconstruction of 

a false text." (Umberto Eco) 

The three Borgesian cartographers investigate hi tory with the help of fiction and 

complicate it with invented plots and (hi)stories. Readers themselve are enchanted by 

the unsolved mysteries oftbe past or by the lost territories of history; they are seduced by 

the gaps left by Ackroyd, Ondaatje, and Doctorow in their novel . The authors 

endeavors of expanding historical events into ample plots and stories remind me of 

Eco's main characters in Foucault's Pendulum - who fictionalize, fantasize, and ob ess 

over an old manuscript that eventually proves to be a joke: 

People are starved for plans. If you offer them one, they fall on it like a 

pack of wolves. You invent, and they'U bel.ieve ... We invented a 

nonexistent Plan, and They not only believed it was real but convinced 

themselves that They had been part of it for ages, or, rath r, They 

identified the fragments of their muddled mythology as moment of our 

Plan, moments joined in a logical,. irrefutable web of analogy, semblance, 

suspicion. (618-9) 

The characters', the authors', and the readers' credulity in endle s conspiracie , 

mysterious stories, in unexplained phenomena of history and at the arne time their 

skepticism towa.rd a definite yet impossible answer is wJ:tat keeps historiographic 

metafictions alive. 
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In Ragtime, The English Patient and halt rton Doctorow Ondaatje and 

Ackroyd stress that fLction can irol1ically 01 e the contro ersies of bjstory by deepening 

its mysteries. In the process of rewriting the discour e of history the author remember 

their national roots. The three Borgesian cartographer rewrite hi tory according to their 

national and cultural boundaries. In an article entitled "Historiographic Metafiction: 

Parody and lntertextuality, ' Hutcheon states that history and fiction 'are botb part of the 

signifying systems of our culture. They both make and make ense of the world. This is 

one of the lessons oftbat most didactic of postmodem forms: historiographic 

metafiction" (28). Not only are history and fiction part of national, cultural didactic 

"signifying systems," but they are aLso absorbing, satisfying and plea urable read. 
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